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ABSTRACT

"Working with Tools" explores the structure, and meaning of'work' to the builders o f the Rideau Canal. This
early 19th century, construction project employed four occupational groups: laborers, craftsmen, contractors
and Royal Engineers. Laborers and craftsmen used manual tools to accomplish physical results. Contractors
and engineers worked with symbolic, conceptual tools to plan and administer work. Engineers and contractors
produced most o f the written records currently used to interpret Rideau history. They recorded working life
using instruments and thought patterns structured by their professions. The documents reflect their values,
biases and worldviews. Interpreting work significance for all occupational groups requires analysis o f the
vocational tools and work experiences o f each group as interactive, perceptual systems communicating identity
and perception.
Analyzing workers’ tools, expresses the fundamental meaning o f work from the stance o f each
occupational group. Shovel, trowel, contract, or engineering drawing; such tools signified a working group
membership that channeled workers’ skills and abilities along job roles. Toolkit compositions, use
requirements, and products fashioned by each group reveal the disparate work experiences shaping identity
and perception. Within groups, tool access and ability to employ instruments proficiently established
individual prestige. The organization o f tool using men to accomplish tasks and the venues o f interaction
between occupational groups affected social relations extending beyond work society.
On construction sites, work relations orchestrated a pluralistic society in which ethnic affiliation and
interaction between cultural groups swayed occupational choice. Ethnic cohesion appeared most rigid among
laborers, where previous familiarity with tools and materials, and social and cultural alliances encouraged
ethnic vocational streaming. Some enculturated social structures oriented workers toward homogenous group
roles that affirmed ethnic solidarity. Other cultural persuasions encouraged entry into professions based on
hierarchical or ego-oriented structures. Though overriding political, economic, and social factors defined
employment opportunities, clearly ethnic responses 'customized' work to suit social alliances and to sustain
cultural values. Striking laborers' tools against a sounding board o f documentary records, reverberates the
discordant values o f different cultural and occupational perceptions.
Workers expressed and perceived 'self through work. Job roles defined workers’ learning
experiences: honing proficiency in task-related perceptual structures while limiting development o f other
abilities. The pervasive nature o f vocational learning enforced and affirmed occupational identity. Repetitive
emphasis upon specific logic structures during work activity (sensory coordination, symbolic representation,
systematic classification, or inter-relational thought) influenced enculturated perceptions to reinforce or to alter
worldview.
Rideau work sites were common grounds for negotiations within and between occupationally and
ethnically defined groups. Each day, workers interacted, responding to others o f different orientation by
ignoring, contesting, accommodating, or assimilating values. While toiling with tools, workers experienced
and perceived themselves and their world in ways that reinforced or reformulated their sense o f reality. Work
meant more than immediate survival, the completion o f a canal, or social relations. Work enhanced
experience, offering opportunity for learning, expression, accomplishment, rivalry, and social standing within
the realm o f a newly emerging society.
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WORKING WITH TOOLS: Work, Identity, and Perception
Communicated through the Material Culture of Work in the
Context of the Rideau Canal Construction 1826 - 1832.

INTRODUCTION

It is stated that in the ensuing season, as many as 1000 m asons and 4000 laborers
w ill be em ployed on the Canal (United Empire Loyalist, 3 March 1827 quoted in
Price 1976:61).
For excavating 7728 cubic yards o f B lue clay out o f the L ock Pits in Entrance
V alley and w heeling the same into the Ottawa River for the Dam. L 257/12/0 (PAC
RG8 (44):92k quoted in Ibid:66).
G ive m e plenty o f Canadian laborers and Irishmen, but let them work apart, and
wonders m ay be wrought: as to Jonathan, ...he wants to fill his pockets, he cares not
how; but so long as a Scot is the Gauger, I'll be hanged if he shall! (M acTaggart
1 8 2 9 ,2 :3 2 9 )

While writing these lines, men were 'at work', unaware that their words in text would be
preserved, compiled, and analyzed as a 'database' of historic documents. Their intentions
were simply to accomplish a task; relate the news; itemize labor, material and monetary
expenditures; produce a personal and entertaining account of the construction of the Rideau
Canal. The writers’ jobs were to quantify or to survey daily events and progress of the 1826
to 1832 Rideau canal construction for the public eye, an accountant’s balance sheet or a
superior officer's report. Their work products; newspaper adds and articles, military records,
journals, letters etc., reflect occupational viewpoints of what they perceived was significant.
The texts reflect the writers' work roles and often express their underlying occupational and
cultural biases.

2

3

A century and a half later, Rideau historians,1 many of them employed by Parks
C anada,2 the heritage resource custodian of the Rideau, organized and interpreted these
work records to construct a remarkably credible history of the canal. The cumulative
writings have chronicled the trials and triumphs of constructing the 123 mile (198 km) long
waterway joining Kingston on Lake Ontario, to what is now Ottawa, the Capital of Canada.
A few of the recent historians (Passfield 1982; Turner 1984), observe elements of the
material realm while outlining 19th century engineering or technological aspects of the canal.
Predominantly, however, the literal content of documents produced by early 19th century
'writers' comprises the source material. Rideau histories are often intentionally particularistic
(Tulloch 1975, Bush 1976, Price 1976) and interpret social and ethnic dimensions of work
from late 20th century perspectives.
This thesis uses the valuable information gleaned from historical research, but,
interprets the work of constructing the Rideau through current approaches in Historical
Archaeology. In contrast to historical interpretation, this account explores the significance
of ‘work’ through a focus upon material culture, and, in particular, upon the tools of the 19th
century canal builders. The theoretical approach emphasizes the 'interactive' role played by
the material realm in structuring and defining how people perceive themselves, interact with
one another, and experience and comprehend their world. This approach stems from the
current school of Historical Archaeology initiated largely under the tutorage and inspiration
of James Deetz (1977; Yentsch and Beaudry 1992). His diverse group of students and

1

Legget (1955, 1976) is one of the better known authors but a number of lesser known thesis
manuscripts are valuable secondary sources, see particularly the work of V. A. George (1973).

2

See Tulloch 1975; Bush 1976; Price 1976; Parent 1977; Passfield 1980, 1982, 1985; McKinna
1981; DeJonge 1983; Wylie 1983; Turner 1984; Valentine 1985.
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associate scholars apply symbolist, structuralist, and cognitive theories from anthropology
to study historical contexts.
The overriding axiom of an interactive, materialist approach is that people perceive
and organize their universe, including their material culture, into patterns based upon mental
structure or 'mindset'. Since patterns in material goods align with thought structures,
decoding the logical ordering of sets of items can reveal the ideas and values of those who
made or used them. Yet material culture does not simply reflect the users' mental codes.
Through the sense experience of using material goods, objects act back through perceptual
systems to structure mind. 'Things' channel 'thinking', inspiring and directing thought to
affirm previous cultural values and notions or to affect change. Symbolically and actively,
the material realm operates as a perceptual system. Goods communicate implicit meaning
both to others and to the maker or user through common, everyday activities.
Interactive materialist analysis of Rideau Canal construction work explores the
inherent means in which 'working with tools' affects sensory perception to formulate
vocation-based group identity. Work identity interacts with task related structures to
influence relations between workers in different roles. Identity and mindset are, of course,
grounded in cultural notions learned in childhood prior to working years. These enculturated
notions interface with work learning by affecting job choice and formulating attitudes toward
work roles. Given the multi-cultural origins of the workforce, the Rideau context provides
a unique opportunity to observe how the enculturated norms of different ethnic groups
encouraged individuals to seek specific positions. The relationship between ethnicity and
occupational streaming is most apparent in jobs where ethnic cohesion was high, notably,
among labor groups.

5

Explicit and implicit associations link certain tools or toolkits to ethnic groups.
When critically analyzed within the historic context, these tools reflect both job function and
social meaning. Workers' instruments were symbols: extensions of those who labored with
them. Tools signified one’s role within 19th century work society. As indicators of
vocational identity, toolkits both reflected the structure of work relations and reinforced the
disparate social and cultural values of the era. Functional association of implements with
specific occupational and to ethnic groups stated implicit messages of identity and prestige.
Yet tools had more than symbolic meaning. The activity of working with tools channeled
thought along task-related logic structures. Repetitive emphasis on these mental structures
during work acted back on workers to sustain or alter their perceptions of reality.
Tools' include all devices having active purpose or function in the progress of work.
Like hand-held implements, historic documents of the Rideau construction, were once tools;
instruments used to accomplish work. They too have explicit function and implicit meaning
and can be 'read' to reveal thought patterns of those who made and used them. Though
documents and manual tools might now be dispersed through various repositories (archives,
museums and archaeological collections) they originally coexisted, familiar elements of daily
routine.

Rideau construction workers consciously, and subconsciously used manual

implements and recorded information to accomplish designated tasks and to negotiate roles
within the work sites. Interactive materialist interpretation places these disparate relics back
into their active context to reflect upon the significance of 19th century working life.
Interactive materialist methodology is sensually enticing, and thus, may seem
intellectually trifling to those accustomed to 'writing' history based on documents. Yet, the
approach exploits the tactile, nature of the material realm, communicating a sense of

6

continuity with the past. It weaves everyday routine into history: humanizing abstract fact
and placing the past within the grasp of common experience. The physical presence of a tool
once used by a canal worker draws us into the construction scene. Be it a laborer's shovel,
a stone mason's mallet, an entrepreneur's contract, or an engineer's design drawing: these
artifacts invite us to experience the world of those who employed them. We begin to feel
through their hands, to see through their eyes. Still, interpreting the significance of canal
construction work involves more than brief encounters with material elements of the builders'
realm. We must be wary of preconceived notions based on current experience. The meaning
of work must be interpreted within the context of the 19th century construction era, from the
stance of canal workers toiling with tools.
To understand the Rideau construction context, the 'explicit' content of documents
and historians' interpretations are essential ingredients. For Deetz (1988), documentary
information and historical accounts are employed as an essential 'backdrop'. As Hodder
(1987:2) might phrase it, they frame the 'historical context' in which a materialist
interpretation is set. Yet, 'frame' and 'background’ infer two dimensional images, while
human experience operates on multiple planes. Analyzing documents as interactive objects
rather than as text, probes the underlying dimension of the writers’ thought processes. The
approach places records and manual implements on a common plane for comparative
purposes. All were tools that shaped the perceptions and identities of those who used them.
Differences in toolkits reflect the disparate nature of the vocational perspective of each
occupational group and emphasizes the various cognitive spheres from which these working
groups experienced reality.
Exploring differences between occupational groups emphasizes the bias of
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interpreting the Rideau construction work based only on documentary sources. It encourages
acknowledgment of coexisting worldviews emanating from work orientation. Different
toolkit compositions, products and work organization reflect distinct vocational mindsets.
However, the pluralistic, immigrant social setting of the 19th century Rideau context
complicates interpretation of occupational perspectives. Though work expression did reflect
and interact with mentalities emanating from job experience, ethnic continuity also
influenced these patterns. Although interaction between work and ethnicity is addressed,
this analysis concentrates upon the influence work exerted upon identity and perception.
Interpretation of the mechanisms by which Rideau construction work influenced
perception involves distinguishing recurring patterns in the material realm, social
organization and worldview of each occupational group. Patterns are embedded in toolkits,
products, sequences of tasks, social structure to accomplish jobs, and in occupational
perspectives. Defining the relationships between tool, hand, eye, and mind, for each
vocational group, traces the means by which mental structure, social values, and worldview
are formed and transformed through work experience with the material realm.
Today, as in the past, multiple mindsets and value systems coexist and interact.
Differences in orientation by practitioners of archaeology and history is an example. This
anthropological interpretation is indebted to, and informed by contemporary historical
accounts.

It attempts, however, to use a material avenue of inquiry to explore the

significance of work experience in the Rideau construction context. Archaeologists and
historians are each liable to derive unique formula or solutions to interpreting the past.
Traditional differences in methodology, theoretical perspective, and primary resource base
(our tools), produce diverging notions of what is even considered worthy of inquiry (Beaudry
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1988).
Historians and archaeologists each have a resource focus that emphasizes specific
information and each discipline poses questions suited to that resource. Each has unique
strengths in addressing certain issues. For example, interpreting perceptions of Irish laborers
through documentary sources (since laborers did not write) is as insufficient as attempting
to recount the work of the Royal Engineers by examining the picks and shovels of laborers.
The sources, though related in time, are not applicable to the viewpoint of those in question.
Accounts of Irish laborers reveal how those who worked with symbolic tools perceived of
laborers, not how the manual workers saw themselves or their situation. Material analysis
allows those with no written records to account for their own work experiences through their
expression with the tools of their trade.
Interactive materialist methodology can also be applied to analyze texts written from
writers’ points of view and often intentionally or subconsciously biased and exaggerated
(Glassie 1975; Deetz 1988). Exploring documents as interactive material culture offers
insight into the values, worldview, and thought structures of writers. Such analysis can
compare the perceptual systems of Rideau construction workers from literate-based
professions and those of manual focused vocations. Disparate patterns in occupational
toolkits reflect the varied perspectives and underlying mental structures employed by each
group in the canal construction setting. With vocational tools serving as a common database,
the influence work exerted on perception and identity can be interpreted from the perspective
of each main work role.
The four occupational groups involved in building the Rideau were laborers,
craftsmen, contractors and Royal Engineers. Each group had a unique toolkit composition
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that broadly identified members within its ranks.

Laborers and craftsmen worked

predominantly with manual tools to accomplish physical results. More refined or tangible
work products, more complex toolkits, increased job skill and knowledge, and more social
hierarchy to accomplish tasks distinguished craftsmen from laborers. Contractors and Royal
Engineers employed instruments of symbolic and abstract function to project costs, prepare
plans, and to organize and administer work. Increases in toolkit complexity, responsibility,
and rigidity in social hierarchy also defined differences between Royal Engineers’ and
contractors’ roles. Ink, paint, and paper were their raw materials, fashioned by pen, brush,
survey instruments, language, and dollars, into implements needed to organize and
administer the work of canal construction. These complex toolkits include design drawings,
maps, requisition lists, day books, estimates, letters, reports, account ledgers, legal articles,
and financial agreements.
Focus on explicit text has placed the emphasis of interpreting canal construction in
the realm of literate-based, Royal Engineer and contractor occupations. Yet the physical
reality of the Rideau is expressed on more than paper. This magnificent heritage canal with
monumental masonry structures, canal cuts, and lock chambers with impressive gates and
iron mechanisms, attests to the importance of manual achievement in the Rideau
construction. The works signify laborers' strength and endurance with pick and shovel, and
craftsmen’s forethought and dexterity with hammer, chisel and trowel. All four occupational
groups were essential in building a canal system now emblematic of their joint exertions.
Through interactive materialist analysis, the significance of work can be interpreted from the
respective viewpoints of all contributors.
The tools (both manual and symbolic) used by workers, the characteristics and array
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of implements comprising a toolkit, the products fashioned, and the way men were organized
to accomplish tasks, all embody ideas used to structure 19th century work. They reflect
ideals symbolizing status within, and, between occupational groups. Within groups, access
to certain tools or ability to employ them proficiently, defined role and work reputation.
Between occupational groups, modes of using tools to produce results required different
proficiencies and social relations that resulted in divergent experiences, thought patterns, and
values.
In the Rideau context, ethnic affiliation also influenced group composition. Ethnicity
played a role among all occupational groups, but, was most blatant among laborers.
Analyzing links between culture and job orientation highlights the dynamic relationship
between work and social organization in the pluralistic immigrant society of 19th century
Upper Canada. Exploring work structure among occupational and ethnic-based groups
reveals major differences in social and economic value systems coexisting within the setting.
These worksites offer fascinating views of cultural interaction in job structures that amplified
or reduced ethnic identity through perceptions instilled by vocational experience.
The focus of this interactive materialist analysis is only upon those directly employed
in the canal construction years of 1826-1832. Broad historical causes and conditions
surrounding the work setting are outlined in chapter one. Chapter two briefly describes the
'tool' database source and addresses current problems and biases in analyzing early 19th
century work relations. The methodology of establishing relationships between tools, work,
identity, and perception is demonstrated using the example of a typical archaeological
excavation.
Chapter three, establishes the relevance, and distinguishes the parameters of the four
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occupational groups involved in Rideau construction: laborers, craftsmen, contractors, and
Royal Engineers. The ideas of Basil Bernstein (1964) as applied by Mary Douglas (1982)
inspired the theory and methodology of analyzing work identity and perception. Bernstein's
exploration of the interaction between social structure and language in formulating thought
patterns that sustain the social system is adapted to contrast material and symbokic literary
realms of work learning. The four Rideau vocational groups are contrasted using Douglas's
chi-square group comparison methodology. Canal construction groups are divided along two
axes based on functional role and identity as derived from work activity. Her focus on the
structure of language and cosmology is revised to emphasize the role of material culture and
patterned work structures in formulating and sustaining social relations and worldview.
The following chapter on ethnicity examines the relationships between work learning
and previous enculturation processes. Although several cultural enclaves were represented
in the Rideau context, this analysis concentrates upon interaction between ethnicity and work
among Irish Catholic laborers. Other cultural enclaves are discussed only as they relate to
the Irish situation. Irish folkway studies in other North American contexts substantiate
cultural preferences and familiarity with tools, raw materials and building styles.
Irish Catholic responses in the Rideau setting compare to social values recorded by
Conrad Arensburg (1959) in his ethnography of a 1930s rural Irish Catholic community.
Projected similarities in social structure, value system, and response to emigration explain
Irish laborers reactions from a perspective attuned to Irish Catholic traditions. Enculturated
Irish social relations, and indeed, of each ethnic group, prepared or discouraged workers from
assuming positions within social structures characterizing each occupational group. Thus,
enculturated familiarity with social work relations could also sway occupational streaming
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along ethnic lines. Contrasting Irish Catholic ideals with Scots Calvinistic values, British
feudal principles, and evolving capitalistic notions, illuminates the influence of conflicting
ethnic social systems coexisting within the multi-cultural Rideau setting.
The process of enculturation through learned experience continues into adult life.
The concluding chapter five, details the means by which work learning and job experience
influence identity and mental perceptions. Occupational emphasis upon specific cognitive
structures is compared with Psychologist, Jean Piaget's theories of mental development. On
the Rideau, each occupational role required, and provided both opportunities and limitations
to develop and hone proficiency in different thought operations; sensory/motor coordination
of the concrete realm, symbolic representation, classification and coordination of symbolic
systems, and abstract inter-relational thought. The pervasive nature of work, of continuously
repeating specific tasks over long periods influenced perception and venues of selfexpression. Each occupational role emphasized certain task-related thought operations while
limiting active use of others.
Job roles, tools used, means of production, and social grouping for work were
mediums of work learning. Introducing new work experiences could alter or reinforce
previous enculturated thought patterns and perceptions of reality. New work might involve
learning different motor coordinations, new representative systems, more manipulation or
coordination of classification or representative systems, and/or enhance use of relational
thought. Learning emanating from new work experience could reinforce cultural ideas or
require accommodation of new ideas within enculturated norms. Enculturated ideas could
also act back on work experience, encouraging, or, inhibiting individuals from practicing
some operations or participating successfully in social learning structures relevant to the new
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occupational group. Thus, taks learning interacted with enculturated notions to influence
perception and sense of identity within, and beyond the work environment.
Work sites along the Rideau were more than canal construction zones. They were
the grounds for shared experience between workers of diverse occupation and culture.
Construction sites were a place of orientation where immigrant workers gained their
bearings: work skills, financial backing, social identity and a sense of role within the new
social setting.

Through combined effort, laborers, craftsmen, contractors, and Royal

Engineers produced a heritage resource for present and future generations to experience and
to ponder. Their work remains as testimony to all forms of human achievement: physical
capacity and dexterity, symbolic representation, systematic classification and abstract
relational thought. Values associated with these forms of work expression lie not within the
tasks or the products. Value is relative among the diverse experiences and viewpoints of
those workers who built the Rideau Canal. Interactive materialist analysis enhances and
communicates these varied perspectives to demonstrate the significance of work in
formulating identity and perception.

CHAPTER 1.
HISTORICAL CONTEXT

The Rideau Canal was a major element in post War of 1812 improvements to the British
defense network of Upper & Lower Canada. The three-year war had clearly demonstrated
the vulnerability of the St. Lawrence River in maintaining military communications and in
moving supplies and reinforcements along the front. Narrow sections of the river left vessels
exposed to American attack and three difficult stretches of rapids hampered transport. The
proposed Rideau route, connecting Montreal to Kingston via the Ottawa and Rideau River
systems, (Fig. 1) offered a strategically sound alternative. A canal would guarantee efficient
and secure movement of supplies and troops and eliminate overland cargo forwarding at the
rapids. The Rideau project would also stimulate British settlement along the route and
government could partially recover construction costs through commercial tolls (Department
of Energy and Resources Management 1970; Passfield 1980, 1982).
Between 1815 and 1825, the British government took active steps to encourage
settlement along the proposed route. They established retired military personnel and British
emigrants on military reserves at Perth and Richmond, and at the civilian settlement of
Lanark all on the northern end of the route. Assisted migration schemes often included
passage and provision to Upper Canada, free land, rations, tools and help in settling on the
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F ig. 1 1832 W ater C om m unications M ap sh ow s the Rideau Canal con n ectin g M ontreal to
K ingston via B ytow n (n ow Ottawa). The inland route offered a safe alternative to the St.
Lawrence R iver in case o f further h ostilities with the United States. Report from
C om m ittee R especting the Rideau Canal, A ppendix N o. 11
PAC
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land.

Before the immigration schemes terminated, Scottish, Irish Protestant and Irish

Catholic communities were beginning to burgeon. Although only intending to help families
become established, Government often extended assistance for several years to cover initial
crop failures and unanticipated difficulties (Cousins 1965; Donnelly 1975; Passfield 1982;
Cameron 1988; Elliot 1988; Houston and Smyth 1990).
Immigration programmes placed nearly 10,900 settlers, substantially supplementing
the post-Revolutionary War settlements of United Empire Loyalists concentrated in and
around Kingston. The British military expected retired soldiers to serve as a militia force to
protect the canal should further hostilities with the United States arise. They also planned
to draw upon the settlements for labor and provisions, particularly foodstuffs and forage,
when canal construction work began in earnest in 1827 (Passfield 1982, 1985). Scattered
along the 123-mile wilderness route broken by only these few clearings, were more than
thirty worksites where dams, weirs, channels, locks and buildings were anticipated. All sites
were to be constructed in unison to hasten canal completion. The rate of progress would be
remarkable with the canal opening officially in 1832, a scant five years after the first
construction contracts were tendered.
Given this Upper Canada frontier setting, the project workforce was immense.
Newspaper projections of 4000 laborers plus 1000 masons probably represent maximum
employment figures. Total numbers were reduced during inclement seasons and dwindled
as sections were completed (Price 1976; Wylie 1983). Still, given the size of the labor force,
wilderness setting, and engineering complexity of the undertaking, considerable
administrative skill was needed to assemble, supervise and provision the project (Passfield
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1985). The British Ordnance, under the Duke of Wellington, undertook administrative
planning while the British Treasury reluctantly financed the works. Wellington assigned
canal construction to Lieutenant Colonel John By of the Royal Engineers (Fig. 2). To assist
in design and direction, Col. By eventually acquired a complement of 16 officers,1 along
with seven overseers, five master craftsmen and clerical support staff (Passfield 1985). The
latter included a Paymaster, Clerk of Stores and chief clerk along with several assistants
(Price 1976).
Physical construction was undertaken using a contract system. Lowest bidders were
awarded a task of either timber clearing, earth or rock excavation, and masonry or timber
construction at each of the 23 sections along the canal (MacTaggart 1829). Fearing a
shortage of local craftsmen, Col. By recruited two Corps of Sappers and Miners (soldiers
skilled in the building trades) to assist in construction work. By's apprehensions proved
unfounded and although the 160 man artisan force helped in several significant projects,
much of their time was spent in guarding stores and maintaining order (Bush 1976; Price
1976; Passfield 1980; Wylie 1983).
Contract tenders were advertised in newspapers in Upper and Lower Canada and in
New York. Applicants had to demonstrate experience and to submit signatures of two
responsible securities residing in Canada (MacTaggart 1829). No contractor was to be given
more work than he could complete within two years. Keen interest in the works arose on
both sides of the border. Given hostilities at the time, the irony of Americans profiting from

Most o f By's officers were Royal Engineers or Sappers and Miners but a few were members o f
the 71st Regiment or the Royal Artillery who were stationed at Kingston.

Fig. 2

A man w ho knew not how to flinch A British soldier every inch
Courteous alike to low and high
A gentlem an w as Colonel B y!...
(Lett 1979 [1874]: 7)
Lieutenant C olonel John B y, Royal Engineers; 1830 “C .K .” R oyal Engineers M useum
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a canal built to defend against attack raised open resentment of American entrepreneurs
competing for contracts. Most successful bidders were of Scottish or English origin although
the Engineers awarded work to some Irish and a few American contractors (Ibid.; Bush 1976;
Price 1976).
Several contractors did negotiate for more work than they could accomplish relying
upon subcontractors to conduct the work for them. Those who had deliberately underbid or
who proved unable to complete work to the exacting standards specified were released from
their contracts. This sparked accusations of unfair treatment and litigation charges that the
Royal Engineers had to address in court. Through the courts, Royal Engineers or lawyers
engaged by them, also settled law suites over land expropriation and compensation for
property drowned or damaged by canal construction.
Delays in let contracts again caused litigation threats when Col. By, the Ordnance and
British Treasury debated changing the lock size. From By's perspective, a larger lock that
accommodated steamers would be more efficient both for military and commercial use. In
England, the Duke of Wellington, had to balance By's foresight against overall defense plans
for the Canadas. He also had to answer to an imperial Treasury that was becoming
increasingly forceful in demanding fiscal responsibility on defense spending. Negotiations
finally resulted in acceptance of the larger lock size and designs and contracts were updated
to reflect the change in scale (Passfield 1980, 1982).
The Royal Engineers worked to ensure the quality and timeliness of the works and
took an active role in maintaining labor relations. They exhibited a paternalistic attitude and
set an example in honest dealings. Laborers hired by the military were regularly paid on
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Saturdays. The military also exerted pressure upon contractors regarding wage payments.
The Board of Ordnance withheld a portion of contractors' pay until it was confirmed that
workers’ wages had been settled (Bush 1976; Passfield 1985). Some contractors may have
paid weekly, although the few available business records suggest pay schedules were
dependent upon contractors' terms of employment; on a daily, monthly or sometimes, annual
rate. Wages for the latter two usually included board and lodging. Day work offered a
higher rate, but workers received only sporadic employment (Valentine 1985). Workers on
a monthly or annual contract had to complete contract agreements before receiving payment.
Sometimes workers left early or 'ran away' forfeiting their wages. In a few incidents,
workers lost arrears pay when contractors defaulted on contracts and passed losses onto their
men (Wylie 1983; Valentine 1985).
Col. By was also proactive in labor relations by seeking means to reduce the evils of
the infamous 'truck' system. In this practice, unscrupulous contractors charged escalated
prices for goods at company stores to cheat workers of their wages. Contractors were
encouraged to purchase commodities at cost through Government stores, and in some
situations, bakery and butcher's shops were established to keep prices for necessities
(foodstuffs, warm clothing, spirits, and tools) reasonable in the frontier setting. The military
arranged for low cost housing in barracks, provided cheap building lots or inexpensive land
leases. The military also arranged for medical aid. By justified these efforts to financial
administrators as necessary to keep prices under control. Costly and inadequate living
conditions experienced during the initial season were a factor in inciting excavation laborers
at Bytown to pressure for higher wages.

Though a military show of strength easily
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suppressed the disturbance, the incident undoubtedly hastened By's efforts to improve
workers' living conditions both for humanitarian reasons, and to keep wages (hence canal
costs) down. (Passfield 1982, 1985; Wylie 1983).
The Military's efforts in providing medical aid proved particularly essential.
Outbreaks of malaria in the mosquito infested swamp lands at the southern end of the canal
brought work to a complete stop at the height of the summer seasons. Early in 1827, Colonel
By recognized the need, and acknowledged the overwhelming costs of ensuring medical
facilities for Ordnance employees. He worked out a medical stoppage system, deducting
monies from wages to build a fund for medical care and supplies. When ill, employees' pay
ceased, but, hospitalization was covered and families received financial support until wage
earners recovered.
Military civilian laborers were not initially covered. As sickness spread, By covered
care for desperately ill workers out of a canal contingency fund (and even out of his own
pocket) until the policy was extended to cover civilians employed by the Ordnance. The
Medical Department wanted to extend the stoppage system to cover contractors' laborers.
Extension of this early medical insurance program proved unfeasible given the scale. Such
provision had not been specified in contracts and the military would be left open to further
litigation claims from contractors. Col. By did engage Dr. Christie, as assistant to the
medical staff corps, entrusting him to attend to contractors' artificers and laborers who paid
Christie for services rendered (Passfield 1985; Valentine 1985).
In the fall of 1826 as work was commencing, a labor shortage existed.
Advertisements were placed in newspapers to solicit laborers and skilled craftsmen. Ship
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owners seeking passengers posted notice of work on the canal in Ireland and guide books
appealing to prospective British emigrants promoted the works (Catermole 1831; Henry
1831). Artisans and laborers from the settlements along the route and surrounding vicinity
sought canal work to earn cash for investment in their farms. The assembling workforce
offered a ready market for farmers' surplus produce and those with available teams of
animals could gain extra money while engaged for hauling. As canal construction coincided
with a slump in the timber industry, French Canadian lumbermen were also attracted to the
works. Though scores of workers sought employment, still there were not enough to meet
day labor demands of Engineers nor to supply contractors' needs. By late 1826, however,
British emigrants, many of them impoverished Irish Catholics, began arriving in large
numbers on the worksites. Attracted by the promise of work, they obtained cheap fares to
Montreal and Kingston in the steerage of timber ships.
Ethnic groups tended to concentrate at different worksites partly due to the geography
of the route. Scottish workers predominated in the interior near their settlements while Irish
emigrants concentrated at either end where water transport facilitated arrival. Another factor
influencing ethnic separation was personal partiality of the contractors. In advertising for
workers, Walter Fenelon, a New York contractor specified a preference for 'Canadian
laborers' (Fig. 3). John Pennyfeather, the excavation contractor at Bytown (and an active
member in the Society of the Friends of Ireland), employed many Irish immigrants (Bush
1976). Indeed, two thirds of his workforce of 300 men were Irish Catholics and an Irish
community coined 'Corktown' sprang up near the Entrance Valley site. Too poor to purchase
or lease land, Col. By finally permitted these workers and their families to erect temporary
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dwellings along the canal right of way free of charge (Passfield 1985).
Local contractors often deployed previously established workforces of French
Canadian workers and artisans. The Nov. 1827 to April 1829 contract labor accounts of
Philemon Wright indicate a preponderance of French Canadian surnames, many in
continuous employment throughout that period. Notations in the records show that Wright
moved workers between his nearby farming operations and the Rideau works (Bush 1976;
Wylie 1983). The partners, Thomas McKay and John Redpath of Montreal retained many
French Canadian skilled workers and laborers, particularly at the Jones Falls work site
(Wylie 1981; Passfield 1985).

McKay also employed many immigrants at Bytown and

expressed no aversion to hiring Irish workers (Brault 1946; Pentland 1981). Part of the
workforce appears to have been highly transient, moving every few months in search of
higher pay or leaving due to personality clashes or other disgruntlement (Wylie 1983;
Valentine 1985).
Early in the project animosity between French Canadian and Irish laborers arriving
on the work sites cautioned contractors and military overseers to keep the two groups
isolated (MacTaggart 1829). The few ethnic-based incidents on the Rideau were minor
compared with the violent clashes or 'Shiners Wars' over lumber jobs in the Ottawa Valley
later in the 1830s.2 On the Rideau project, separating Irish and French Canadian workforces
was simplified by geography with ethnic groups isolated at many small worksites spread
along the route (Passfield 1985). Factional problems related to work competition did arise

2
Unemployed after the completion o f the Rideau, Irish immigrants competed for lumbering jobs
and violently drove French Canadians out o f the area (Cross 1960).
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between Irish Protestants and Catholics at the Isthmus site in 1829. The local militia
restrained violence until the Sappers and Miners arrived. The year before, a 'recreational', St.
Patrick’s day battle between Irish Catholics employed at Hogsback and those at Bytown
resulted in one man being clubbed to death. Another donnybrook, following the first
Bytown fair in 1829, shocked the local citizens who responded by electing a town magistracy
consisting mostly of Scots and English members of By's civilian staff, canal contractors and
local merchants (Ross 1927).
As projects drew to a close, the workforce steadily dispersed. Prior to the official
canal opening in 1832, the heroic but unfortunate Col. John By was recalled to England to
answer charges of improper conduct and extravagant expenditure. Although cleared of
charges, By was never fully vindicated nor honored for his accomplishments on the Rideau.
He retired to his estate in Sussex and died shortly after in 1836 (Passfield 1982). On By's
recommendation, Captain Bolten of the Royal Engineers became Superintendent. Of the 73
appointed canal jobs, over half were filled by previous Engineering staff and Sappers and
Miners who assumed employment as administrators, master tradesmen, lockmasters or
various trade positions. Seventy-one of the Sappers and Miners (many with employment on
the canal) also petitioned for land grants in the vicinity. Twenty-six returned to England
either for discharge or continued in active service as did most of the Royal Engineers. Of
the remaining Sappers and Miners, 22 men had died (16 of malaria), 5 were invalided home,
and 35 had deserted during canal construction (Connolly 1855; Bush 1976).
Accounts of the contractors indicate that several successful entrepreneurs expanded
and diversified their operations substantially after the Rideau project. Some continued in the
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building trades while also investing in such diverse fields as real estate, milling operations,
sugar refinery, distilleries, steamship construction and operation, mining, railway
development, and banking. Prosperity was linked to social achievement and some Rideau
contractors formally extended their community influence as prominent members of church
and political institutions (Bush 1976).
As mentioned above, many laborers and tradesmen moved on to lumber jobs or other
construction projects. Some immigrant canal workers did acquire land for farming though
they faced considerable odds not encountered by earlier settlers. The lack of free land grants,
and escalation in land prices due to speculation; lack of government support programs with
provisions to assist in getting established; lack of an organized social support group in the
backwoods bush areas where land was cheaper; and lack of advice in the techniques of bush
farming, all mitigated against an agricultural option. The seemingly hostile stance of many
established Scots and Irish Protestant settlers (whose Calvinistic work ethic ran counter to
an Irish Catholic worldview) made matters worse for recent migrants. Regardless, some Irish
Catholics did settle on the land, offsetting social alienation by concentrating around locations
with a Catholic Church as at Bytown, Smiths Falls and Merrickville (Lockwood 1988).
Some Rideau construction laborers may have assumed work in urban areas as
suggested by Pentland (1960). Others are known to have taken timber jobs (Cross 1960).
Still, the paucity of data (particularly names and locations of workers); their transience and
seasonal work cycles; the continuous influx of migrants throughout the famine years of the
mid 19th century; work opportunities farther west or south; and, anticipated changes in
occupation with life cycles make it difficult to affirm the subsequent careers of Rideau canal
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construction laborers (Akenson 1985; Baker 1988; Elliot 1988).

CHAPTER 2
THE DATABASE IN CONTEXT

The preceding historical context was based on interpretations of explicit information
derived entirely from documents. The most extensive sources are the papers produced by
two British bureaucratic Departments; military records of the Ordnance (compiled mainly
by Royal Engineering staff) and, civilian records of the Commissariat responsible to the
British Treasury (De Jonge 1983). These record collections include personal papers: letters
of introduction for staff or contractors seeking employment, descriptions of ceremonious
occasions and visits of dignitaries and, formal documents such as notices of contract
acceptance. Administrative records include names, positions and remuneration of staff,
replacements, return lists, reports, applications for land grants by the Sappers and Miners,
requisition lists for tools supplies and etc..
The Royal Engineers' records also include route survey maps and elevations with
descriptions and geological information for each work site. Engineering design drawings
often indicate necessary alterations, and maps and topographic drawings show worksites in
progress. Terms of contracts are available for sections of the canal and include specification
details and choice of bidders. Officers' and overseers' progress reports include descriptions
of the works and indicate problems or alterations requiring increased expenditure, as well as
completion dates, payments to contractors etc. (Price 1976). The Professional Papers of the
28
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Corps of Royal Engineers refer to the Rideau works as does John MacTaggart's (1829) two
volume book Three Years in Canada. The latter is a compilation of personal observations,
letters and notes based largely on MacTaggart’s experiences as Clerk of Works between
1827- 1828.
Known contractors' records are far less extensive, consisting of the Wrights' papers,
recording the works at Dow's Swamp and Burrits Rapids; the papers of the partners James
Simpson and a Mr. Rykert at the Smiths Falls site; portions of the Redpath papers covering
the works at Jones Falls and the Benjamin Tett papers. These business papers comprise
letters and account books. Day books, listing names of employees, their wages, and number
of days worked have particularly pertinent information. The Wright papers also include
contracts, reminiscent of agreements signed by indentured servants, and stating the terms of
employment for worker and contractor.
Some available papers may be untypical of relations between contractors and
employees. The Wrights, and Simpson and Rykert failed to complete all their contract
obligations. Indeed papers for the latter were preserved primarily as evidence used during
litigation charges against the Crown (Valentine 1985). Transience and disgruntlement
among unsuccessful contractors’ workers were likely accentuated as pay was delayed or even
forfeited when contractors defaulted on wages.
Another source on contract workers was the medical records of Dr. Christie, a
physician engaged by Col. By to attend to contractors' men. Christie recorded names of
patients, along with a prognosis of their ailments and notations of prescribed treatments
(Ibid).

A final source of information is the 1827 to 1832 newspaper accounts and
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advertisements placed by the Ordnance, Commissariat and contractors.1 Advertisements
include notices of contracts for construction contractors and suppliers, along with
solicitations for craftsmen and laborers. Contemporary journalists reported on Rideau
incidents and work progress with interest. As with any documentary source, the accounts
reflect the views and concerns of a 'literate minded', society. Media interest in 'newsworthy'
events such as accidents, or the occasional violent incident, tends to focus attention on
negative aspects of labor relations (Franzosi 1987; Bleasdale 1981).
The number of sources listed above shows the extensive quantity of documentary
data on the Rideau construction. Indeed, by 1827 the government department records were
so voluminous that demand for office and storage space required the construction of two
substantial masonry buildings (De Jonge 1983).

The new Commissariat and Royal

Engineers' offices were built facing one another on opposite banks of the Bytown, Entrance
Valley Locks (Fig. 4). Each structure had three floors of office and/or storage space.2 After
the canal was completed, the buildings continued in use for military and Ordnance purposes.
Currently, the Commissariat is home to the Bytown Museum, operated by the Ottawa
Historical Society.

The ground floor houses a Parks Canada display interpreting the

construction history of the canal. In 1980, archaeologists excavated the ruins of the Royal
Engineers Building demolished in 1912. The building foundations were later stabilized.

The Montreal newspapers, The Herald. Gazette, and Canadian Courant. the Brockville Recorder, the
Bathurst Independent Examiner from Perth, the United Empire Loyalist published in York (Toronto),
The Gleaner from Niagara, the Kingston Chronicle and New York Albion, all carried advertisements
and/or accounts o f the progress o f the works.
The ground floor o f the Royal Engineers Building was initially used as a winter workshop by
carpenters working at the site (Parent 1977).

Fig. 4 The Entrance V alley L ocks in B ytow n crowned by the Sappers and M iners bridge. The
R oyal E ngineers B uilding (left) and the Com m issariat B uilding face one another across
the canal. W .H. Bartlett, 1842 PAC C -2367
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Findings from this excavation and from later salvage work for lock and landscape
reconstruction at the Entrance Valley inspired this study of the material culture of work
(Plousos 1984, 1988a). Excavation crews recovered more than 100 tools during excavations
(see Appendix A). Some came from strata dating to canal construction while others relate
to canal maintenance workshops and residences dating from the 1860s to 1950 (Plousos
1988b). The implements represent mostly castaways; worn or broken tools discarded at the
work site or abandoned in stores long before buildings were demolished. Usable tools are
rarely found in archaeological context. Despite the seemingly limited scope of the tool
collection, it stimulated this inquiry of the significance of material culture in construction
history.
To supplement the meager number of implements actually from the construction
period, other 'tools' of the era are employed. The 1826-29 Royal Engineers' requisition lists
for supplies (filled by the Commissariat Department at Montreal), itemize a wide range of
tradesmens’ and laborers’ tools. Stores were established to supply the needs of military
craftsmen and Ordnance civilian employees. Given the difficulty of obtaining supplies in
the frontier setting, construction contractors were encouraged to purchase provisions and
tools at cost from government stores. Supply costs were deducted from contract payments.
Appendix B is a compilation of all tools listed in the 1826 to 1829 requisitions sorted into
issues for laborers and various craftsmen.
A major source of evidence on construction and repair work along the canal are the
sketches of Thomas Burrowes. Burrowes had served with the Sappers and Miners in the
Canadas at Kingston and at Isle aux Noix between 1818 and 1822 (Ross 1927). Lieutenant
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Col. Durnford of the Royal Engineers recommended Burrowes to Colonel By and they
appointed him as the overseer of works in 1826. Burrowes continued in that position
following the completion of the canal. His 1826 to 1845 topographical watercolors of the
works in progress or during repairs are rendered more interesting by the inclusion of sketches
of men at work (Fig. 5). Though small in scale, these gesture portraits of working life are
subtle, yet, evocative. In a later drawing Burrowes even depicts himself at work sketching
Lower Bytown from Barrack Hill (Passfield 1982). Details of Burrowes' sketches and other
contemporary works are illustrated throughout the text.
Together, the sketches, requisition lists and archaeological evidence allow us to
compile fairly complete toolkits of manual implements used by the laborers and tradesmen
employed on the Rideau construction.

Illustrations of toolkit compositions based on

contemporary catalogue plates appear in the following chapter on occupational identity.
Toolkits are grouped by task function and specialization into; timber felling and land
clearing, excavation, quarrying, stone masonry, carpentry, and blacksmithing. With toolkits
established, the question is, how to interpret the significance of 19th century work with tools
for a literate oriented, late 20th century audience? The following, interactive material
analysis of archaeological field work on a 'typical' site, encapsulates the methodology
employed to interpret Rideau construction work. The analogy illustrates the interaction
between material culture and work activities in structuring identity, and perception.

Fig. 5 Thom as Burrowes watercolors o f Rideau lockstations under construction or during later
repairs often depict workers on the job sites. Lock &tc. at D a v is’s M ill; Repairing the
G ates & W ooden bottom o f Lock; W inter o f 1843-4. A rchives o f Ontario 51
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An example of Interactive Materialist Methodology:
Working with Archaeological Toolkits
On an archaeological excavation, the tools of work play a significant part in implicit
communication (Fig. 6). Those excavating with trowel and dustpan, piling dirt into pails and
transporting spoils in wheelbarrows are usually laborers.3 Supervising this work are
archaeology assistants or crew chiefs, responsible for instructing laborers, record keeping and
for assigning designations to soil layers or features. Though often using a trowel to check
observations, the assistants' pens, notebooks, drawing boards, measuring devices, and
photographic equipment signify (both functionally and symbolically) their role and position.
Directing the assistants' work is the archaeologist who has overall responsibility for
the excavation.

On the site, they instruct assistants and crew using verbal direction.

Archaeologists employ the recording tools of assistants but often specialize in a particular
aspect of recording, (ie. photography). Assuming such tasks gives the archaeologist a venue
to maintain familiarity with progress and findings throughout the site and to assure quality
control over visual material. Archaeologists keep a log, recording significant findings,
excavation progress, and administrative information. They retain control over monetary
mechanisms, charge cards or project accounts, send progress reports and pay lists to
supporting institutions and conduct ongoing site interpretation for prestigious site visitors.
Traditionally, many archaeologists retain their own personal, and substantially worn,
Marshalltown trowel: a renown symbol of experience and archaeological excellence
(Flannery 1982).

3

Laborers might be salaried workers, volunteers, or students. Opportunity to observe or assist in the
work of the assistant often occurs, however, responsibility for recording remains with the assistant
and archaeologist.

Fig. 6 Excavation o f the Royal Engineers B uilding in progress. Photo by B. Stewart, 1980
34H -194T
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Laborers mine a stack of artifact bags from neat excavation units, and build a
communal backdirt pile. These are their work products. The backdirt pile will revert to fill,
annihilating all visible evidence of the workers' efforts. With excavation units backfilled
and artifacts processed, (sometimes by a separate lab crew) laborers' products are temporary,
and intangible. Though assistants record observations of laborers work progress, these
workers lack a written history of their own reflection. Still, crew members' participation is
signaled in the wearing of the project 'Tee-shirt' and in stories, recounting dig events at
gatherings for years afterward (Fig. 7). Laborers' work contributions survive in oral history
and in memory.
Assistants' products are recorded observations, notes, plans, profile drawings,
photographs etc., and are destined to become elements of the site archive. These records are
tangible products; a form of self-expression personalized by signature. Such records are also
implements of work. As tools, they are used to advance the aim of preserving and presenting
excavation findings. Archaeologists refer to them in preparing field and interpretative
reports. In turn, an archaeologist's verbal presentations and records; project justification,
permit, research design, field and interpretive reports, are both products and tools deployed
in the overall goal of heritage preservation and presentation.
Thus far, this simplified example illustrates the basics of decoding role and work
structure through analyzing tools relative to purpose. It establishes that a 'tool', as defined
by the Oxford English Dictionary (1978:1221), is any "thing used in an occupation"
including both "mechanical implements" and "literary tools: the tools of one's trade".
Laborers, assistants, and archaeologist each have distinct job roles. Each employs specific

Fig 7.

Crew shots, like project Tee shirts are material sym bols o f participation in an
archaeological project. They often express the group camaraderie experienced in
w orking together. Photo by B. Morin 1981
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toolkits for role related functions. In specific cases, of course, overlap occurs. Individuals
may bridge more than one role dependent upon personality and circumstance. Sites of
substantial complexity may have more levels of hierarchy or specialized roles with related
tools ie. surveyor, or photographer. In field school situations roles of laborer and assistant
merge. Still, overall role responsibilities are applicable.
Each job role operates within a hierarchical work structure that sets interaction lines
between crew members. Work relations often pattern off-site social activities. Laborers
usually maintain considerable camaraderie both at, and after work in gatherings generated
to quench the thirst of physical exertion. Relations reflect work structure, which tends
toward egalitarian and non-specialized groupings, though senior authority may be initially
exerted by, or extended to experienced members. At projects end, some laborers may choose
to continue in archaeology. They pursue related academic courses, seek other labor jobs, or,
having gained experience, apply as assistants. They often maintain contact with previous site
assistants and archaeologists. Less enamored crew members scatter to the winds, seeking
future employment in other endeavors.
Assistants often participate in crew gatherings. However, the demands of record
completion, work planning, supervisory role, or sometimes age differences alter their
participation. They enjoy the benefits of a role related social prestige. Relations between
assistants may exhibit cooperation or competitiveness with hierarchy based on experience
and work relationship to the archaeologist.

Assistants socialize directly with the

archaeologist and bridge social and work relations with the crew. At the close of field
operations, some assistants continue with the project, completing recording and preparing
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reports under the archaeologist's direction.
The archaeologist, usually older, and fraught with responsibility, often assumes a
parental attitude toward the crew. Some participate in soirees on special occasions while
others join in regularly as 'sage' assuming an advisory role to assistants and promising
laborers.

Personal relationships to assistants and crew are often noted in report

acknowledgments or in verbal presentations of site findings. Working relationships with
funding and heritage institutions and professional associations, substantially occupy the
archaeologist’s social and working calendar.
Thus far, this example illustrates how occupational roles (laborer, assistant and
archaeologist) are defined relative to toolkit and job function. It itemizes occupational
products: the medium of work expression. It establishes work relationships and the social
milieu of interaction within, and between groups. The 'active meaning' and significance of
work to members of different job roles must now be defined. How do tools and work
activities affect perception and identity? What opportunities or limitations do the toolkits
and tasks of each role impose to structure perception, experience and expression of self
through work?
Laborers' comprehension of the site is grounded in sense experience. Digging with
manual tools, they experience the physical reality of cultural and natural accumulations of
earth, features and debris, within their own excavation unit. The assistant, in recording
pertinent details and making associations between units, thinks about and comprehends site
layout and significance through representative systems. They note observations in symbolic
record systems, (planviews, profiles, etc.); they express spatial relationships in scaled, three
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dimensional grid correlations. The archaeologist, knowing the site history and cultural
context, and the current focus of the excavation, comprehends findings on more abstract
levels. Hypotheses and observations link observations to past peoples, other analyses, and
to issues of presenting results to various audiences in multiple mediums. As well, in
administering and balancing costs against other resource demands, senior archaeologists
must rationalize the significance of archaeology in today's social setting (Hume 1992).
Thus, archaeological learning and perception of meaning are structured around work
role and active experience. Learning follows the order of the ‘mental operations’ observed
by Jean Piaget (Evans 1973) in his studies of human cognitive development. Piaget noted
that thought begins as sensory/motor experience, involving perceptual familiarity and manual
coordination of the concrete realm. A pre-operational period follows this stage, when
symbols are learned and applied as signifiers of concrete objects. The stage matures into a
concrete operational period when classes, (and relations between classes), are symbolically
manipulated and coordinated. Finally, in a formal operational stage, abstract hypotheses can
be applied to structure relationships between observations and ideas.

At this stage,

perceptions are compared with one another from various relative points of view.
In archaeological work learning, these four mental operations are roughly aligned in
emphasis to job function and work role. Laborers' work emphasizes observation and
physical sense experience. Assistants' work focuses upon symbolic representation in the
recording of physical reality. Those employed in secondary analysis learn how to link
recorded observation and artifacts, to systems of classification based on cultural affiliation:
architectural style, technology, design motifs etc. and to specific historical figures or social
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groups. Project archaeologists' expand these horizons into more complex hypotheses.
Attempts to interpret findings relative to human behavior, cultural interaction, or worldview
require perceptions of the past from multiple perspectives through time and over space.
Archaeological tools, tasks, and product fashioned thus reflect and channel experience and
perceptions through actions based on job roles.
This example of interactive, materialist theory and methodology is a simplified
version of the far more complex Rideau work context. Canal construction, involved four
different occupational groups, each with unique structures, varying hierarchical levels and
degrees of complexity in job specialization. Each vocational group must be defined relative
to their task function and group identity as expressed in toolkits and work products. The
social structure of this 19th century work setting was far more involved than the simplified
archaeology example. Work associations were also of longer duration than the few weeks
of most excavation projects. Longer time range amplified the influence of task learning on
workers’ perceptions and identities. Rideau Canal construction work is further complicated
and enriched by ethnic relations influencing occupational streaming. Incorporating ethnicity
into the analysis requires consideration of interaction between work learning and previously
enculturated perceptions and identities.

Interpretive Issues of the Rideau Construction Context
Interpreting the influence of work on identity and perception in an early 19th century
setting adds the distancing dimension of time to complicate analysis even more. This
interpretation attempts to portray canal work experience from multiple occupational 19th
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century viewpoints rather than impose a late 20th century frame. One must be particularly
wary of contemporary value differences in analyzing work in the past and exert concerted
effort to be critically aware of current bias. Twentieth century academic emphasis on
economics, standards of expectation regarding work conditions, and measures of
occupational status are three major potholes on the road to interpreting 19th century work
in the Rideau context.
On the issue of economics, notions of class struggles in industrial society were only
beginning to ferment during the 1820s and can only be associated with a few individuals in
specific occupational or cultural groups. Presumption of Marxist dialectic interaction in the
canal construction seems simplistic. Conflict between ethnic or occupational groups is more
comprehensively explored as interaction between different cultural systems with disparate
worldviews.

Even in analysis of current societies, vigorous debate arises concerning

adherence to paramount capitalistic laws of resource allocation and 'rational maximizing
behavior' as all pervading principles. ‘Substantivisf economic anthropologists, observing
traditional societies undergoing rapid change, show that kinship, prestige, values and extant
political systems often mitigate against profit orientations regarded as universal by ‘formalist'
economic anthropologists (Applebaum 1987a).
The Rideau context supports the substantivist stance that economic concepts, based
on capitalistic ideals, are inadequate in evaluating the behavior of many labor groups.
Indeed, each of the four occupational groups (and ethnic clusters within them), amalgamate
economics into work relations and value systems in unique ways. The canal context supports
the argument that: "economies and economic theories [are] social constructions" while
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"...The central processes of making a livelihood are culturally modeled" (Gudeman 1986:vii).
The second 20th century stumbling block to interpreting past work situations involves
comparing 19th century work conditions to commonly accepted standards rather than to
irrelevant modem ideals. Rideau craftsmen' or laborers' 14 to 16 hour days (during daylight
summer hours) may seem horrendous to the 20th century office worker. Yet, even today,
those accustomed to seasonal work rhythms, with work stoppage during off seasons would
find such demands common.4 Nineteenth century, agricultural workers' days were also long,
as were the hours of clerks employed by the Ordnance. On the Rideau, N.H. Baird, Clerk
of Works, cautioned his clerks to finish daily assignments before leaving work, warning that
"the bell rings only for the workmen, not for them" (Bush 1976:87). Engineers certainly
worked long hours. While stationed at Quebec, General Dumford of the Royal Engineers,
was described as visiting construction sites " . . . before breakfast at 6 o'clock" continuing
office hours from “. . . 10 o'clock A.M. to the late dinner hour" while occupied at writing and
replying to letters and reports, and defining estimates etc. (McLean 1975:3). Given his
output, Col. By's hours were equally long and strenuous. Dawn to dusk, five and a half or
six days a week during the work season were common for all groups employed on the
construction.
The effects of disease and work safety standards must also be seen in context.
Statistics reveal that 10% of the labor force died of malaria contracted while excavating the

Men did break for midday meal and those on the government works had Saturday afternoon o ff as
well (Lett 1979:99; Price 1976:70). Winter work hours would o f course have been shorter given the
fewer daylight hours. Pentland records that masons working on the Lachine Canal in 1823 had a
strike for a 12 hour day and higher wages. Although receiving the latter, the commissioners held that
it was the custom o f the country with such a short summer to work from 5am till 7pm (1981:187).
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swampy areas of the canal route. Simple calculations also reveal that 10% of the Sappers
and Miners shared the same fate (Bush, 1976).

Mosquitos apparently showed little

preference, and medical assistance, more readily available to military personnel, appears to
have been of minor consequence.

While laborers could abandon sites when disease

threatened, military staff and even contractors were committed to remain. Disease and
physical strain was comparatively rigorous for all groups.5
Safety standards are a similar issue in evaluating 19th century work conditions.
Rideau documents indicate that many men were killed or maimed due to improper blasting
procedures in quarries or in excavation pits while undermining tree roots (Wylie 1983).
Nineteenth century safety standards were undoubtedly lower, and the merchant powder of
the day was unstable even in hands of experienced men (Passfleld 1985). These issues of
work hours, disease, and safety procedures must be evaluated in context against other 19th
century occupational group expectations.
The final, and perhaps most annoying, stumbling block to interpreting the work of
canal construction is a 20th century academic bias attributing low status to manual work.
The attitude is clearly implied in 'sympathetic' accounts stressing negative perceptions of
manual labor based on office-worker notions of comfort. Too often, interpretations of a
canal laborer's lot represent physical demands of canal construction work as repetitive,
tedious, boring, dangerous and (worse still), exposed to the elements. How laborers who
endured such torment might scoff at their sympathy ridden academic biographers: idling in

3

Recent genetic research adds an interesting note to interpreting the impact o f the smallpox epidemic
on laborers at Bytown. Irish populations, like Blackfoot Natives have genetically higher frequencies
o f A-type blood leaving them more susceptible to smallpox than other populations (National Museum
o f Natural History 1993).
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stuffy rooms, alone with their microfiche readers, ruining their eyes reading wearisome,
documents, and producing only texts that are completely irrelevant to real work productivity.
Imagine their disbelief of paying for a gym 'workout' following a day of physical lethargy!
Given the nature of their work experience, archaeologists are likely to have a more
holistic attitude toward manual exertion. Few are likely to disdain their initial experience
as crew member, and many (now silver-haired) continue to enjoy physical endeavor in the
outdoors. Though often using labor saving machinery to remove overburden and to backfill,
archaeologists can appreciate the benefits of physical work. Many join in with a shovel at
backfilling time, participating in the amusements and status exhibitions of prowess with the
wheel barrow. Those so inclined know the camaraderie of active 'bonding' with work mates.
Such testimony is not intended to paint a rosy bloom, but, to recognize that genuine
incentives and work values are experienced in physical work expression.
Field archaeologists also share craft training similar to that of an apprenticeship.
Most begin as crew member, move on to 'apprentice' assistant, become 'journeyman'
archaeologist and with experience, reach the rank of 'craftsperson' archaeologist. A notable
few achieve the realm of 'master' as acknowledged by colleagues at professional meetings.
Project archaeologists learn to schedule work, aware that project success depends upon
coordinate effort.

Like overseers on construction projects, they instruct and motivate

workers, establish and record progress to meet deadlines. They evaluate strata, and can wield
a trowel to dress a profile like a mason dressing blocks with hammer and chisel. Most
experience estimate and budget concerns similar to those of Rideau contractors. Many still
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survey and, until recently, 6 prepared maps with instruments and techniques that have
changed little from those used by Rideau Engineers. Archaeologists working for institutions,
confront the bureaucracy of administrative forms, progress reports, and endless
consultations. As any project administrator they experience the realities and frustrations of
obstacles, and, the sense of accomplishment as projects move toward completion.
The rationale for this ‘testimony’ of the relationships between archaeological work
experience and canal construction vocations is to establish continuities in interpreting the
material realm of work experience. Historical interpretation must be interwoven with
sensibility to the pervasive role of material resources in structuring the multi-textured fabric
of canal construction work. Interactive materialist analysis complements previous historical
accounts and advances an anthropological approach to illustrate how working with tools
communicates identity and perception. Theory, method, critical notes, and credibility
statement aside, the task remains: interpreting the significance of work to the 19th century
builders of the Rideau Canal.

6

Over the past decade, digital mapping is altering traditional survey and mapping techniques and tools.

CHAPTER 3.
WORK AND OCCUPATIONAL IDENTITY

Laborers, craftsmen, contractors, and Royal Engineering staff; these were the four
occupational groups employed in the Rideau Canal construction. Some groups were large
or complex, encompassing varied working units. 'Craftsmen' for example, included many
trades: carpenters, quarrymen, masons, blacksmiths. It also entailed several levels of
experience and knowledge ranging from apprentice to master. 'Royal Engineering staff,
spanned a hierarchy of roles and specialties varying from Superintending Engineer and
Overseers, to Clerk of Check, Military Office Keeper, or Private in the Sappers and Miners.
Strict levels of authority formally governed this military-based unit. In contrast, the vast
‘laborer’ group was homogenous with work typified as generic gang tasks.

As an

occupational group, 'contractors’ worked individually, directing their employees and usually
working in competition with one another. They sometimes formed temporary partnerships
or worked in subcontract relationships dissolving agreements as suited the situation.
These four categories conformed to divisions identified in historic documents and
defined by pay levels, benefits, or working relationships, yet, the groups are abstractions.
They represent quadrants of a graph: a crude expression of an array of individual realities.
At the work site, groups mixed at their boundaries. Sappers and Miners merged with
craftsmen as practicing tradesmen on military construction jobs. Laborers worked for
48
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Engineers and contractors and with craftsmen in jobs requiring strength and patience rather
than skill or training. They had opportunities to interact with tradesmen and could observe
techniques, learn new tasks, and establish work contacts. Some laborers were semiskilled,
(lumbermen for example) sharing traits of laborer and craftsman. Other workers with
multiple roles defy categorization by continuously moving between groups: master
craftsman/contractor presents an intriguing case, as do the roles of civilian employees of the
Royal Engineers.
Yet analyzing the significance of work during the Rideau construction requires an
overview, not a focus on individual situations. To interpret how work influenced identity
and perception, the characteristics defining occupation are compared between groups.
Qualifying requirements for group membership and material culture associated with each
group, both reflected and interacted with perception and identity. Patterns in the composition
of workers' toolkits, in the kinds of effort required to fashion products, and in the social
organization for working, reveal the structures that work activity exerted over daily
experience. Contrasting these characteristics between occupational groups reveals the means
by which work influenced perception and identity.
Characteristics of the four canal building occupations are outlined below using the
basic premise of group identity formulated by Sociologist, Basil Bernstein. Comparing
lower class with middle class British society, Bernstein studied the relationship between
dialect structure and problems in education, psychotherapy and crime among the lower class
(Bernstein 1964, 1965, 1972). He built upon the ideas of Edward Sapir to explain how
different social structures generate speech systems that, in the act of speaking, develop and
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shape social identity and thought to reinforce particular social systems. Adapting Bernstein's
thesis to the study of work involves interpreting how different tasks shape experience.
Examination of material culture systems is substituted for linguistic analysis to reveal how
different occupational groups deploy toolkits, which, in the act of working, develop and
shape perception, identity, and thought structure.
Bernstein (1964) described how the authoritarian family structure of lower workingclass groups is sustained through a 'restricted code' language. This is a language of few
words, and minimal concern for verbal organization or finesse. Meaning is concrete, stated
with few modifiers, and uses sequential ordering as the primary organizing principle. A
child's questions of why something should, or should not be done, are met with by power or
status oriented replies: "Do it!" or "Girls don't do that." Children are enculturated into a class
system where authority is unambiguous, serves as a guide to action, and discourages
reasoning. Group demands for solidarity constrain individual identity. The lack of personal
identity is, however, compensated by a firm social support system based on obligatory
reciprocity. Innate knowledge of'belonging' within the group is signaled through nonverbal
communication stressing similarity rather than unique difference.
This analysis of work, compares characteristics of the toolkits and work structures
of the canal labor groups to restricted language and authoritarian structure. 'Restricted' tool
characteristics and the homogenous organization of work discouraged laborers' individualism
and provided few venues for relational thought during work activity. Labor work did,
however, promote physical expression and intra-group bonding communicated nonverbally
through material uniformity and reciprocal social obligation.
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Bernstein contrasted 'restricted code' to the 'elaborate code' of middle class society.
The latter exhibited extensive linguistic training and development. The verbal expression
o f the middle class was an elaborate language, rife with modifiers and variation in
organizational structure. Words provide venues for refined classifications and abstract
relationships including verbalization of 'feelings'.

Exploring feelings through words

promotes awareness of individual identity. Children learn responsibility for their own
actions and develop an internalized sense of guilt for negative impact upon others. A child's
questions of why they cannot play with mommy's china cups are dealt with by person
oriented appeals explaining both physical and social implications: "Because they are fragile,
you may break them and then, mommy will be sad.” Abstract reasoning is encouraged,
linking intended action to hypothetical consequence. Social responsibility is internalized as
'guilt' or as magnanimous consideration of others. This person oriented, social structure
demands individual responsibility, and encourages unique expression at the cost of social
isolation and insecurity.
In the Rideau context, the Royal Engineers exhibited strong elaborate code traits.
Their work roles encouraged creativity and responsibility in specialized areas such as
mechanical engineering and design work, surveying and map production. Administration
required relational thinking to judge and manage other working groups and to address fiscal
accountability to public through government. Like elaborate code, their toolkits, including
implements and symbolic tools, were varied, complex and specialized. Craftsmen and
contractor groups represent hybrid forms having both elaborate and authoritarian code traits.
Their work structures and value systems were less rigid and more amenable to new
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alignments.
To apply Bernstein's ideas to analyze Rideau working groups, this study has adopted
the structural analytical model of Anthropologist, Mary Douglas (1982). Douglas elaborated
upon Bernstein's concepts in her analysis of ritual and cosmology.1 Her methodology was
to establish chi square relationships to contrast different social systems. She established
perpendicular axes: 'group', designating high or low sense of social group identity, and 'grid'
to indicate high or low importance ascribed to laws of social interaction within the group
(Table 1). Forms of ritual and cosmology within each of four social spheres (characterized
by various combinations of grid (A), high or low, with group (B) high or low) reflected and
reinforced different social structures.

Table 1 Douglas's Simple Chi square relationship
a- B+

B+
|

A+ B+

I
Grid a -_________________0____________________ A+

I
a- b-

| A+ bbB. Group

Adapting Bernstein's ideas and Douglas's methodology to interpret the influence of

Douglas treated "ritual forms like speech forms as transmitters o f culture which are generated in
social relations and which by their selection and emphases, exercise a constraining effect on social
behaviour" (Douglas 1982:21). She noted that among restricted code groups, the speakers all
have access to the same fundamental assumptions. Maintenance o f group identity and social
structure is embedded in each speech act. Speakers o f elaborated code do not accept or necessarily
know one another's fundamental assumptions within their social group. Douglas also noted that
"as speech sheds its social harness, it becomes a very specialized, independent tool o f thought"
(Ibid. 1982:28).
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work on a past, 19th century society, demands the establishment of pertinent work related
axes and, use of linguistic analysis techniques to examine material culture evidence. In this
analysis of the influence ‘work’ exerts on perception and identity, the horizontal ‘work’ axis
contrasts occupations emphasizing physical work with vocations involving design, planning
and administration (Table 2). This axis, correlates to Douglas's ‘grid’ and compares
characteristics of occupational toolkits and group work structures to Bernstein’s restricted
and elaborated codes respectively. Thus, manual implements employed by laborers and
craftsmen, are contrasted with the symbolic and conceptual tools used by contractors and
Royal Engineers. The vertical axis represents a ‘group’ axis similar to that used by Douglas
but focuses upon ‘occupational’ identity reflected in increasing emphasis upon job skills,
knowledge and social hierarchy within the work structure.

Table 2

Rideau Construction Working Groups

High Occupation al Group Identity
Low External Gro up Related Identity

High W ork
Execution
Low Work
Administration &
Conceptualization

CRAFTSMEN
(Contractor/Builders)

LABORERS

ROYAL
ENGINEERS

High Work
Administration &
Conceptualization
Low W ork
Execution

CONTRACTOR
(Administrators)

High External Gr oup Related Identity
Low Occupatioilal Group Identity
Work group structures based on axes o f work role and occupational identity. Note that the scales run both
ways dependent upon the respective viewpoint o f each group. Thus, the work axis decreases from high to low
work execution, or increases from high to low administration and conceptualization. The group axis increases
from low to high occupational identity or decreases from high to low external or non-occupational identity.
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The horizontal grid axis, of work execution versus work conceptualization and
administration, was firmly embedded in the Rideau construction. Since antiquity, separating
physical work accomplishment from project design, organization and administration has
typified complex public works (Applebaum 1987b). Royal Engineers conceived the canal
design and layout, and along with contractors, organized, and oversaw the execution and
financial administration.

Task structures systems of social hierarchy controlled the

complexities of work planning and requirements to check, approve and orchestrate the efforts
of many groups working in unison. Crews of craftsmen and gangs of laborers performed
physical construction work under this layered inter-group social structure.
In Table 2, the scale of work execution or work administration and conceptualization
is structured to reflect the occupational viewpoints of each group. Though laborers and
craftsmen did not design or administer the works, they built the canal, translating design and
dollars into material reality. Though Government, Royal Engineers, and contractors did not
physically build the canal, they initiated, designed and administered the construction.
Officials symbolically affirmed their roles during such ceremonies as the laying of the
cornerstone at the By town locks.
On that occasion, the contractor Thomas McKay signalled the lowering of a two-ton
mass of stone into position from sheer poles while the Govemor-in-Chief, the Earl of
Dalhousie bestowed three mystic blows with the hammer ‘amidst the huzzah of the soldiers
and assembled citizens’(Bush 1976:41). Col. By reported that the puncheon of rum broached
for the workmen was “enjoyed with the usual glee attendant on such an event.” (quoted in
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Price 1976:66). Ritual events brought all concerned into a celebration of the importance of
the ongoing work. 'Work' functioned as an interactive sphere, bringing all groups together
in a symbiotic relationship that formulated and reinforced the structure of society beyond the
work scene.
The vertical occupational group axis denotes increasing significance of work in
formulating identity. Membership in the Royal Engineer and craftsman groups involved
prerequisite occupational training, education, and specialized skills. Training under a master
also enculturated students or apprentices to accept supervision and social hierarchy. It
prepared them to work as members of social units cooperating to achieve complex tasks.
In reverse implication, decreased occupational identity was compensated by heightened
emphasis on loyalties external to work: kin, community, ethnic group, or to ego-oriented
individualism.
Increasing complexity in work activities differentiated craftsmen from laborers and
Royal Engineers from contractors. The distinctions are expressed in more elaborate toolkit
compositions, more extensive and formalized systems of training in skills and knowledge,
and more hierarchical intra-group work coordination. Work identity among craftsmen and
Royal Engineering groups was largely occupation focused due to educational investment and
intensive work enculturation. For many, personal identity and expression was an extension
of occupation. These workers were unlikely to veer radically or shift to other careers.
Having invested less, a laborer’s identity was less fixed on occupation. They might
seek whatever work suited their circumstances, moving seasonally to farms, lumber jobs, or
to any other situation for which they qualified. Though they might proclaim their status as
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laborer, personal identity was more likely to emphasize bonds preeminent to work: kin,
community, ethnic, or religious group loyalties. Indeed, canal labor working groups were
often an extension of such social bonds. Among this occupational group, previously
enculturated values and ethnic loyalties often played a more stringent and blatant role in
defining working group structure.
Business oriented contractors were also less specifically occupation bound than
craftsmen and Royal Engineer groups. Entrepreneurs actively sought opportunities to leave
previous job roles behind while expanding capital investment into fields for which they
might have no previous work experience. Unlike laborers, personal identity was more egooriented than aligned with social loyalties. In early 19th century British settings, the notion
of social prestige in business achievement based on increments of capital was only beginning
to overtake traditional class systems as a social gauge. In multi-cultural settings like the
Canadas, society was unformed and old class-based norms could be more easily challenged
and overcome.2 The contractors' work experiences on the Rideau gave them unique
opportunities and fiscal means to expand their spheres of influence into broader realms in the
newly forming society.
Laborers, craftsmen, contractors and Royal Engineers thus fall into four diverse yet
interacting quadrants, structured along the axes of work role and occupational identity.
Analyzing the toolkits and products of each group reveals the means by which work
experience reinforced social patterns and influenced worldview within and between
vocational groups. Patterns in toolkit composition reflect the work orientation and role of
2

In United States experience this challenge was extended far earlier and with a broader base of
support as expressed in the Revolutionary War.
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each group within the overall structure of the Rideau work community. On a subconscious
level, the repetition of tasks through daily activities streamed workers into task related
perceptual realms. Work experience and occupational role either reinforced or challenged
previously enculturated norms and social relationships. The following analysis of the
vocational characteristics of the groups details how work influenced workers’ identity and
perception through the tools of their trades. Table 3 charts the main characteristics discussed
for each occupational group.

Table 3 Occupational Group Characteristics

Craftsmen

Royal Engineers

work execution
manual work
apprenticeship skills training, ability and
knowledge improved with experience
toolkit complex, precision grip and specialized
products tangible and finished
social organization hierarchical and paternal
work planning intra-group
high occupational group identity
costume includes crafts specific symbols (tools
and aprons)

- work conceptualization and administration
- abstract design and work conceptualization
- academic education in skills, ability and
knowledge, continued learning with experience
- toolkit complex specialized and abstract
- products conceptual
- social organization extremely hierarchical and
authoritarian
- work planning inter-group
- high occupational group work identity
- costume Royal Engineer uniform and insignia
overlaid within group symbols o f rank

Laborers

Contractor

work execution
manual work
unskilled, on the job training
toolkit power grip, generic tools
products raw and often impermanent
social organization egalitarian
low work planning
low work specific identity (more likely to be kin
or ethnic group oriented
- costume generic (often reflects ethnic group)

- work administration
- abstract fiscal and resource coordination
- informal network investment knowledge
- toolkit common capital and resources
- products intangible and reinvested
- social organization ego-oriented
- low work execution planning but high inter
group within company
- low work specific identity (more ego oriented)
- business costume generic or individualized by
status symbols.

-
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Laborers and Craftsmen
Occupational prerequisite training, toolkit compositions, and products of each group
reflected and reinforced the group identity axis. To qualify as a laborer, workers needed only
employment opportunity and physical stamina. Mastering excavation tools required a short
learning curve (Fig. 8). The implements were primarily 'power grip', operated one at a time,
using both hands (sometimes hands and a foot) to grip and direct physical force upon raw
material. Laborers working with semiskilled lumbermen required longer tool familiarity
periods and more physical coordination to manipulate tools safely (Fig. 9), but, overall,
strength and endurance were the primary qualifications.
Most tools of labor were unspecialized; settlers and agriculturalists commonly
employed the same toolkit.

Basic items, such as shovel and axe, were essentials in

households even in settled areas of Upper Canada at this time. No specialized clothing
distinguished laborers from agricultural workers. French Canadian and recent Irish and Scots
immigrants' costumes were more likely to stress ethnic affiliation than occupation.
Comparing laborers’ excavation and timber clearing tool assemblages to those of carpenters
(Figs. 10 - 12) who dressed and assembled lumber into lock gates and structures, illustrates
how few tool types and varieties were used by laborers compared to the elaborate toolkits
of craftsmen. The smaller number of tools meant the laborers expenditure to outfit himself
was low. Workers could obtain shovel, pick, or axe from stores and have the cost deducted
from wages. Contractors provided bulkier items or tools used communally: wheelbarrows
and hoisting devices etc. (Wylie 1983).

e

F ig. 8

/

Laborer’s grubbing and excavation toolkits con sist primarily o f pow er grip im plem ents,
a-b
Pick axes; cutting blade and pick point (a) and double pointed (b).
c
Mattock; reversed cutting blades,
d
Pry bar.
e-g
Shovels; Irish long-handled with pointed mouth (e), short bow-handled with pointed
mouth (f) and short D-handled with square mouth (g).
h-i
Spades; English bow-handled with square mouth (h), grafting with long blade half-moon
mouth and bow-handle (i).
D raw ing by author

ez

F ig. 9 Lum ber fellin g and clearing tools.
a-b
Felling axes; British traditional long felling axe (a) was superseded by the American
wedge axe (b) in North America in the early 19th century,
c
Wedge for wood splitting.
d-e
Bill hooks; short handled, concave blade (d) short handled, convex blade (e).
f
Brush hook with socket for insertion o f a long handle.
g
Frame saw with web blade. The twisted cord pulls the top ends o f the frame together and
forces the lower ends apart to exert tension on the blade,
h
Log hauling chain with hook and ring.
D raw ing by author

Fig. 10 Lumber saw in g and dressing tools.
a-b
Timber maneuvering tools; log hook or ring dog used with a crow bar (a), and cant hook
with hinged hook (b).
c
Pit saw with top tiller handle and lower box handle,
d
Cross-cut saw with upright handles.
e
Broad axe used with a felling or scoring axe for squaring timber,
f-g
Planes; fine dressing plane (f), large jointer plane (g).
h-i
Adzes; for timber dressing with peen (h) and hammerhead (I),
j
Drawing knife.
D rawing by author

Fig. 11 Carpenter’s framing tools.
a-c
Augers; shell bit with flat cutting lip and eye for handle (a), double twist with screw lead
and handle (b), single twist auger (c).
d
Boring machine with crank handles (introduced mid 19th century) for boring holes for
mortises.
e-k
Chisels; firmer (e) socket (f) mortice (g) framing (h) paring shown without handle (I)
corner (j) and slick (k).
1-m
Saws; tenon (1) and hand saw with small notch along the upper edge o f the blade near the
toe (m ).

D r a w in g b y au th o r

cz

Fig. 12 General carpentry tools.
a-b
Claw hammers with adze eye (a) and with side straps (b).
c
Brace with various notched bits.
d-e
Gimlets; shell bit and screw lead (d) and with twist bit (e).
f
Lathing hammer with hatchet face and notch for nail pulling,
g
Scribing gouge with hollow blade,
h
Glue pot; double chambered with application brush.
I-j
Cramps; iron gee cramp (I), wooden cramp or hand screw (j).
k
Lathe with chucks and rest.
1-m

V ices; hand (1) carpenters (m ).

D r a w in g b y a u th o r
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Craftsmen's toolkits are distinguished not only by quantity, but also by the inclusion
of many 'precision grip' instruments. Measuring devices and implements used tool-upon-tool
(as with chisel and mallet), required different action in each hand coordinated by eye (Fig
13). Time-honored practice, and skill developed over the course of the apprentice system
brought accomplishment to meet craft standards. Boys entered an apprenticeship at age 14
under a master craftsman’s authority and learned the ‘mystery’ of their craft by their early
twenties. In England, where guilds were strong, apprenticeships lasted seven years. Guilds
required apprentices to submit a 'masterpiece' before obtaining the status of journeyman and
admission to the guild. In France and Germany, training periods were shorter, (three to five
years).
Few guilds were established in North America, and apprentices often abandoned
masters to become journeymen before completing the proscribed training. In the 19th
century United States, guild quality control systems, requiring production of an approved
masterpiece was not broadly required in the building trades. Any journeyman could call
himself master and take on a number of apprentices without fear of prohibition by a society
of artificers (Gordon et al 1982; Rorabaugh, 1986).
In the Rideau context the orientation was decidedly British. The Royal Engineering
group required considerable formal training and demonstrated skill to qualify as an artisan.
'Craftsman' inferred occupational status expressed in better lodging and living provisions and
usually, double the wages paid to laborers. Masons, carpenters, and smiths earned per diem
payments ranging from five to six shillings six pence dependent upon skill and circumstance.
Laborers received two shillings six pence to three shillings six pence depending upon the

Fig. 13 Craftsmen’s toolkits often include measuring or leveling devices and precision grip tools
that require practice to master. Working dress of the Sappers and Miners 1786 in
History of the Sappers and Miners T.W.J. Connolly 1855 PI. 2. RDO-90M
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nature of the work (Passfield 1985). A lad, whose father was, or who had contacts with
craftsmen (and could afford the training period), had a mental image of a future goal:
becoming a craftsman by applying himself to the mastery of his craft (Smith 1988). To
accomplish this goal a boy submitted himself to paternal authority of the master and grew
to comprehend and assimilate the goals of the craft association. Devoted to common values
o f quality in workmanship and self-improvement, the craftsman strove to express self
through traditions of material endeavor.
As in elaborate language, the complexity of craftsmen's tools reflects the specialized
training and experience required for their effective use. Toolkits comprise subsets of specific
items used in sequential or relational order to accomplish consecutive tasks: rough material
preparation, measuring, refined finishing, and assembly tools. Each craft has specific types
of implements, often represented by several distinctive forms and/or sizes. A subset of trade
related, tool maintenance items may also be present: files, sawsets etc. (Fig. 14).
A few items of occupational dress specified craft membership. Craftsmen's leather
'bazil' skin aprons for smiths, masons and carpenters, varied in form, gauge, or fastenings to
suit work requirements of different artisans (Tomlinson 1854(2); Plousos 1988b). Specific
tools became symbolic of different crafts. T. W. Connelly’s History of the Corps of the
Roval Sappers and Miners includes depictions of tradesmen associated with their tools. The
mallet and chisel (Fig. 15) signify the mason.3 The hammer and anvil are synonymous with
the smith, (Fig. 16) while the carpenter is portrayed with hand saw and claw hammer (Fig.
17).

:i

The trowel, dividers, and apron were symbolic o f Free Masonry.

Fig. 14 C raftsm en’s toolkits also include subsets o f tool m aintenance items.
Saw sharpening tools
a
Saw set for bending saw teeth in the required direction.
b-c
Three-square or triangular files for sharpening hand and tenon saws. These small files
have fine grade single-cut teeth and either tapered sides (b) or parallel sides with blunt
end (c).
d
Round file with single-cut teeth parallel sides and blunt end used for deepening the gullet
o f pit saw teeth.
e-f

Half-round files for pit and frame saw sharpening w ith parallel sid es and blunt end (e) or
tapered to a point (0 -
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Fig. 15 Stone m ason in w orking dress o f 1794, depicted with m allet and ch isel or point, and
w earing a leather apron buttoned to his jacket. N o te the m ash ham m er on the ground
T.W .J. C on n olly 1855: PI. 6

F ig. 16 R oyal Sappers and M iners Smith with anvil and hammer repairing tool bits in the field
at a portable forge. T.W .J. C on n olly 1855: PI. 10

Fig. 17 Carpenters o f the Royal Sappers and M iners circa 1786 depicted with hand saw s, claw
hammer and tool box. T.W.J. C onnolly 1855: PI. 2
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Craftsmen's tools were more craft specific than laborers tools. Domestic households
maintained a few general purpose carpentry tools and, smiths' implements for minor
equipment repairs were common among isolated settlers.

Still, a full complement of

specialized craft tools was unlikely to be found in domestic assemblages of non tradesmen.
Costs of tool outfitting and maintenance were high for tradesmen. Craftsmen, including
Sappers and Miners and "All Civil Artificers employed under the Engineering Department
[were] to provide their own Tools, of the ordinary description used in Trade" (British War
Office BWO, 1831:99). Blacksmiths not only owned, but, made most of their own tools
during apprenticeship, often presenting them as evidence of craft mastery (Nolan n.d.). Few
ready-made, smiths' implements ever appear in hardware catalogues before the 1850s
(Plousos 1988b).
Skilled laborers’ tools lie on the boundary between laborers and craftsmen
designations. Lumbermen’s tools, (Fig. 9) for example, are a mix of power and precision
grip implements. Effective use requires knowledge and judgement of the situation and of
the wood being cut. One must learn how to notch a tree to fell it in the proper direction. Axe
handling took more practice to master than an excavation tool such as a shovel. It was also
more hazardous to employ. Inexperienced handling of edged tools such as felling axe, broad
axe, or adze, could have disastrous implications either for the user or anyone standing in
harm's path. Years of formal training were, however, not required. In the wilderness setting
of Upper Canada where settlers built, heated and cooked with wood, an immigrant's mastery
of the American axe was both essential, and a measure of success.4
4

The American wedge shaped axe (Fig 9) used throughout North America was different in form
than British felling axes (Salaman 1990).
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Complexities of toolkit and coordinated skill were not the only elements defining
craftmanship. Familiarity with raw material characteristics, and awareness of the sequence
of steps required to produce intended results were also essential. Laborers’ work usually
involved singular processes of removal, transport or preliminary shaping as directed by a
foreman. Their products consisted of raw or semi-formed materials and more simple
construction features than those built by craftsmen. An area cleared of timber and stumps
or an excavated channel would soon be flooded or built over by masons and carpenters
constructing the locks. A coffer dam of mounds of excavated clay keeping water out of the
works would later be demolished (Fig. 18). Their efforts in producing puddled clay5 lining
on the bottom and sides of the chambers, was not seen after lock completion.
Laborers’ work was preliminary to, and in support of construction. Though efforts
were enormous, visible products were often temporary, or overshadowed by the prominence
of craftsmen's finished work and the ingenuity of the engineers' overall design. Yet, at the
Isthmus site, the layers of broken rock on the canal banks shown in Burrowes 1841 sketch,
do remain as vivid testimony of the work entailed in cutting the one and a half mile channel
through granite (Fig. 19). Lett’s 1874 poem ‘Corkstown’ recollects the ‘vast mounds of clay
Remaining on the banks today’ piled up from the excavation of the Bytown basin (Lett
1979:82). These mounds have long disappeared under the urban sprawl of the city of
Ottawa.
Craftsmen's products were more visible and permanent. They forged or shaped raw
or semi-prepared materials into parts, and assembled them into structures of predefined form
8

Moistened clay gravel, or coarse sand, kneaded, trampled and pummelled to a watertight state to
prevent water seepage (Tomlinson 1972).

Fig. 18 The later d em olished coffer dam at the Entrance V alley, com posed o f 7728 cubic yards
o f blue clay w h eeled out o f the lock pits and piled to keep water out o f the w orks. The
dam featured a horse pump as a labor saving device. N o te the lock gate under
construction on the side o f the coffer dam. John B y 1830 P A C 1 1 1 4 1 0 11

Fig. 19 R ocky-cut at the Isthm us’ show s the m ounds o f excavated rock rem oved form the one
and a h a lf m ile long canal cut. It rem ains today as testim ony o f the enorm ous work
effort at one o f the m ost difficult w orksites along the line o f the canal. Thom as
Burrowes w atercolor 1841, A rchives o f Ontario
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and dimension (Fig. 20). Complex assembly work required coordination and organization
of workers. The training apprentices underwent prepared them to comprehend their role as
members a hierarchical, directed work team. The master craftsman broadened apprentices'
work roles as the student demonstrated mastery of tools and techniques. He assigned skilled
tasks to journeymen artisans based on their aptitudes, and called in laborers when required
to help in heavy work. Tasks such as lock gate framing (Fig. 21) were finished in a
designated order with each accomplishment leading logically toward the end product.6
The master craftsman set the standard of work, providing an example in his own
efforts. He was responsible to the contractor and project overseer ensuring that work met
design specifications of scaled plans. He notified the contractor or his administrator, of
resource requirements, and progress. Apprentices and journeymen strived to meet the goals
and standards of their craft as established by the master.

Poor workmanship or bad

judgement by any member of the team affected product quality and reflected badly upon the
entire group. The quality of the craftsmen’s joint efforts bore witness to the reputation of the
working group. A contemporary quote by John Ruskin, reprinted as the frontispiece of a
20th century Builders’ Guide reflects the craftsmen’s philosophy and paternal obligation:
W hen w e build, let us think that w e build forever. Let it not be for
present delight nor for present use alone. Let it be such work as
our descendants w ill thank us for; and let us think, as w e lay stone
on stone, that a tim e is to com e when those stones w ill be held
sacred because our hands have touched them , and that m en w ill
say, as they look upon the labor and wrought substance o f them ,
"See! This our father did for us. (Ruskin quoted in Graham n.d)

Not all Rideau craftsmen worked to the same ideal standards. The function of

Larry Turner's (1984) description o f task ogranization for lock gate framing illustrates the
complexity o f this aspect o f work coordination.

Anchor
Col 1a r
Top c r o s s r a i l
Swing beam
Planking
Heel p o s t
pi a t e

Mitre p o s t

L plate
Gate p i v o t
Bottom c r o s s r a i l

.^ rlu n io n
Screw Rod

M ortise and tenon

Fig. 20 T ypical framing o f a Rideau lock gate show ing the frame with mortised cross rails, ‘T ’
and ‘L ’ plates, tie rods and planking. The inset illustrates a m ortise and tenon join t.
Drawing by author

Fig. 21 A ssem blin g a lock gate on site at the Entrance V alley lockstation in 1954. The mortised
heel post is being driven onto the cross rail tenons with a w ooden beam ram.
Photo by
A . D ale R A O -127M
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overseers in the Royal Engineering staff was to ensure that work met contract specifications
and to reject inferior workmanship. They dismissed those whose efforts did not meet
standards, paying them only for work that met requirements. Firm adherence to exacting
measures resulted in Rideau masonry work being praised for its excellence and a credit to
the craftsmen (Fig. 22). The Clerk of Works, John MacTaggart commended the integrity of
Thomas McKay who served a dual role as craftsman/contractor by remarking; "...Mac is a
good practical mason, and scorns to slim any work: this is to my liking, as I cannot suffer
sliming and shuffling on any account." (MacTaggart 1829(2):328).
Compared with 'craftsman' the term 'laborer' was not without occupational status. It
inferred both that a person had an occupation and was employable. More literally it meant
wage work “that requires strength or patience rather than skill or training or, assisting skilled
workman” (Oxford English Dictionary 1978:601). Excavation laborers worked in egalitarian
groups doing similar tasks with similar tools. For many tasks, tradesmen worked in similar
egalitarian groups.
Quarrymen and skilled laborers employed for boring holes for gunpowder charges
worked in small teams, in task related roles. Drill teams described by Legget (1979:47)
indicate that in boring, one man turned a two to three-foot long jumper while two others
struck the tool with sledges (Fig. 23). Altering roles allowed rest periods from the strenuous
labor of swinging the sledge or relief from holding the tool receiving the blows. The more
common type of drilling implement ordered on the requisitions was a five-foot long, 18 to
23 pound hand drill (Fig 24). Two men repeatedly raised and dropped the tool in a churning
motion to drill a hole. Dependent upon the type of stone and dimension of the hole required,

F ig. 22 E xcavation photo o f dressed stonew ork w ith ch iseled m argins and bush ham m ered faces
on the low er lock w in g -w a lls at the Entrance V alley site. Photo by H. Stark 34H -2 2 2 M

Fig. 23 M iners tools recovered at the Entrance V a lley site include a num ber o f sled ge ham m er
fragm ents estim ated to range in w eigh t from 12 to 24 lbs, a jum per fragm ent w ith a one
and a h a lf inch bit and a scraper for rem oving debris from the drilled hole. Photo by G.
V andervlugt ORO 37 D
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ug. 24 M iners toolkit
a

Jumper for drilling holes.

b
c

S led g e hammer used to strike the jum per and for breaking stone,
Hand drill with double end and bulb in the m iddle to improve the grip for the 2 man

d
e
f
g
h-I
j
k

team.
Scraper for rem oving stone chips from the hole w hile drilling,
N e e d le for laying the charge,
Tam ping bar for tamping the charge,
Pick used for rock splitting and to make holes for gads.
Gads or w ed g es for stone splitting,
W ed ge and feathers used in sets for stone splitting,
Face hammer used for stone splitting.

1

Scabbling hammer used for rough dressing stone.
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workers could toil a day or more over the same hole stopping to remove chips with a
specialized scraper and to sharpen the drill bit.7 Employing a drill, and experiencing the
physical proximity, and in-unison motion required involved in the work, gives a vivid
impression of the intense physical intimacy between team mates.
Although little documented evidence of social alliances of Rideau workers is
available, 20th century studies of coal or iron miners note long periods of workmate
association. Men filled in for mates having temporary difficulty, expecting reciprocal
assistance. Workers gained social prestige when associated with workmates considered good
workers. Those who consistently fell behind were dropped from work teams. The important
role of camaraderie in the social organization of labor work meant that unacceptable
performance was quickly redirected to impress expectations upon the worker. Implications
for not doing ones’ share could extend beyond work to complete social isolation (Tiger
1969).
Unlike craftsmen, the tasks and tools of excavation laborers required no concept of
overall project or group goals, and only minimal application of knowledge and judgement.
Excavation laborers were told where to excavate, and where to place spoils by the location
of wheelbarrow ramps (Fig 25). Non specialization was dictated by simplicity of tasks and
perhaps by physical need.8 Generic laborers could be moved about or assigned other tasks

Drills had to be continuously sharpened and the bit required replacement every few days
(Tomlinson 1854 ).
Wylie (1983) notes that on British Canal constructions with particularly steep embankments,
strong men were employed to run barrows. There is no evidence o f this practice on the Rideau.
The change in muscular use between shovelling and pushing a barrow does allow stretching and
prevents muscles from gripping.

F ig. 25 Laborers w h eelin g soil out o f the canal cut on plank w heelbarrow runs. T hom as
B urrow es w atercolor detail 1832. A rch ives o f Ontario 68
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to suit work progress or need. Foremen might assign tasks requiring greater brute force to
larger or stronger workers. Such delegation acknowledged physical superiority and brought
status. Reputation as a strong worker might provide a laborer preference in work extensions.
But, unlike craft occupations were gradual skill developments led to mid or late life role
maturity, capability to do very heavy labor usually peaked in early adulthood.
Supervision rates for Rideau excavation laborers appear to have been approximately
one 'squad master' or foreman to every fourteen men . 9 Supervisors received higher wages
than laborers. Qualification for the positions depended largely upon contacts with the hiring
contractors or Royal Engineering staff member.10 Cultural affiliation to employers seems
to have improved chances of being employed as a squadmaster. Ethnic difference between
laborers and immediate supervisors also separated work direction from social alliance to
laborers. Unfortunately, lack of work related experience by some foremen, amplified by
language or dialect incomprehension, created communication problems.
Accounts tell of disastrous situations of workers killed or maimed in blasting
accidents, or of stumps collapsing into excavations and crushing men toiling below
(MacTaggart 1829). The foolhardy nature of the men was often blamed though descriptions
clearly reflect a lack of experience, organization, and forethought by supervisors unable to
express, foresee, or to assume responsibility for the consequences of misdirected work.
Though foremen's ethnic affiliation might vary from that of

laborers, among the men

themselves, a policy of deliberate ethnic separation was followed. Cultural homogeneity in

9

(Public Archives o f Canada PAC MG24D8 (127):67505-67508)

1,1

Henry states that government wage labor in Bytown were paid three shillings a day (1831:60) and
MacTaggart notes 'squad masters' were paid four shillings six pence (1829(2): 121).
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work gangs reduced social tensions and produced better work performance. The few
available name lists of laborers suggest not only cultural affiliation but a significant amount
o f consanguinity within work units.11 Kin and acquaintance-based work alliances were
common among laborer groups on other public works projects. Kin helped each other in
migration, informed one another of work opportunities, traveled together, socialized in
taverns and supported one another in times of injury or layoff (Bleasdale 1981). Writing in
the 1850s, Henry Mayhew's observations of London laborers tell that laborers often gained
employment through kin. His interviews with workers also express the considerable pride
men felt in their physical abilities. Mayhew quotes a London street sweeper:
...father had hurt his hand and arm in a jam again' a cart, and so, as I w as a big lad,
I got to take his place, and gave every satisfaction to Mr.____ . Y es, he w as a
contractor and a great man. I can't say as I know s how contracting's done; but it's
a bargain atween man and man. So I got on. I'm now looked on as a stunning good
workman, I can tell you. (M ayhew , 1984:361)

The sweeper's attitude toward books and reading was that they were for 'idle people' and that
men were better 'resting theirselves to keep up their strength' (Ibid:362).
Among excavation laborers, work status centered upon physical attributes of
endurance, strength and bravado. Like the natural 'high'12known by athletes today, workers
experienced pleasure while pitting muscle against material in a test of strength. Recreational
fisticuffs in off-hours (however offensive to those of other orientations) were an extension
of physical work expression and group camaraderie. Work experience reinforced perceptions
of reality based and expressed in physical terms. As a boy, growing up in Bytown, William

11

P. Wright & Sons accounts o f workers Nov. 1827 - April 1829 reproduced in Bush (1976
Appendix F.)

12

caused by the physical release o f the chemical 'beta endorphin'.

Lett witnessed the regular Saturday afternoon sport in the boxing ring. Urged on by fellow
mates, canal laborers released tensions through pugilistic expression. Letts' poetic instinct
acknowledged the relationship between work orientation and methods of addressing social
dispute:
...O f ancient B ytow n as twas then,
A place o f busy working men,
W ho handled barrows and pickaxes,
Tamping irons and broadaxes,
...Stout, sinew y and hardy chaps,
Who'd take and pay back adverse raps,
N or ever think o f such a thing
A s squaring o ff outside the ring,
Those little disagreem ents, which
M ake wearers o f the long robe rich.
(Lett 1979:5)

Laborers were unlike contractors and Royal Engineers who argued in writing,
employing lawyers to implore judges to legally settle their litigation disputes in court.
Laborers used a direct, egalitarian, and intensely personal means of settling disagreements
dealing justice on the plane of physical reality. Rules in the boxing ring were intended to
"depersonalize conflict and maintain ultimate amity between contestants through their
intentions may be more or less brutal.” Meeting each other in physical challenge absorbed
men completely in the realm of physical experience where a man's "skill was a function of
his opponent's." (Tiger 1969:119). Deaths, considered accidents by those involved, and
'sworn friendships' between contestants resulted from such events (Brault 1946:64).
Bemused, or outraged citizens of other social and occupational groups were incapable of
comprehending this seemingly pointless violence and demanded military authority to enforce
their own notions of law and order.
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Contractors and Roval Engineering Staff
The roles of contractor and Royal Engineering staff are both on the high end of the
inter-group organization and administration work axis. Like craftsmen, the Royal Engineers
are also on the high end of occupational group identity generated by enculturated training
emphasizing skill and knowledge development, and occupational value indoctrination. The
engineers technical and symbolic literary toolkits required more extensive training and a
greater variety of knowledge and increased conceptual ability. Charles Tomlinson proffered
a distinction between craftsman and professional in his 1860 Illustrations of Trades. He
defines a professional role as requiring “ . . . a special adaptation of intellectual exertion,
whereas a trade depends chiefly on skill of hand, which, once acquired, can be exercised
almost without thought.” (Tomlinson 1976 [1860]:56).
The Royal Engineers were decidedly thinking professionals. Their mechanical tools,
like those of craftsmen, were precision-grip, but rather than producing concrete reality, they
employed these devices to create other tools of abstract representation. Engineers surveyed
with instruments measuring distance and height to make scaled maps, recording water and
land elevations. With pen, brush and scale, they translated observations of physical reality
into symbolic depictions, combining interrelated logic systems into a representation of an
intended result.

Abstract thinking was decidedly required to incorporate navigation

requirements into specifications for engineering structures adapted to the geography and
geology of the route. The size, scale and wilderness setting of the Rideau project, demanded
unique applications and modifications to standard engineering design, particularly in the
arched keywork of the stone dams (Fig. 26)(Passfield 1982).

26

M agnificent and unique canal engineering structures, such as the Dam at Jones Falls
w ere major considerations in the recognition o f the Rideau as a World H eritage Site.
The 1831 watercolor show s the dam ju st prior to com pletion. Thom as Burrowes
A rchives o f Ontario
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Like craftsmen, Royal Engineers also planned, assigned, and coordinated work. But,
whereas craftsmen worked within their craft on specific worksites, Engineering staff
administered work on a project wide, inter-group scale. By's accountability to the British
Ordnance and Treasury, his influence in the lock size debate, his approval signature on maps
and design drawings (Fig 27), contract negotiations and speeches at officiating ceremonies,
confirms his complex role in overseeing the canal construction. His authority to recommend
appointments, accept contract bids 'on the spot', or order ill workers into the hospital
illustrate the span and range his responsibilities.
Col. By delegated work to his staff by geographic area or craft specialty. Subordinate
officers oversaw a number of worksites and dealt with numerous contractors and their
employees. On some initial projects or, in situations were contractors abandoned projects,
Engineering staff, working with the Sappers and Miners as craftsmen, supervised Ordnance
employed laborers on projects. 13 Engineering staff functioned in an intermediary position,
ensuring contract standards were met and advising By of progress within their assigned area
of supervision. They communicated his directions and advised contractors, subcontractors
and craftsmen employed on the worksites.
Routine progress and any major alterations or additions not outlined in contracts
required a formal report in written correspondence to the commander. Report writing
reflected an officer’s ability to observe and record, summarize pertinent details, evaluate
circumstances and advise on appropriate action. The role required abstract thinking, high
communication skills in both written and oral interaction, and demanded responsible
l,!

The Sappers and Miners Bridge at Bytown, the Isthmus channel cut and the dam at Hogs Back
were undertaken or completed by Military staff and day labor.

'
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Fig. 27 Plan and section o f a single lock for the Rideau Canal as approved by the C om m ittee o f
w hich Sir J. Kempt w as president; ca. 1828. Col. John B y R.E. Public Record O ffice
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behavior.
Engineering staff included civilian craft specialists: three masons, a smith, and a
carpenter. These 'master' craftsmen, generally paid 12s 6p (double the usual craft salary),
traveled the length of the canal. They oversaw or supervised particularly critical work such
as laying lock sills, setting foundation stones of dams, constructing and hanging gates and
forging metal hardware (Passfield 1983). Like civilian overseers, these craftsmen worked
with and advised contractors' craftsmen, reporting either directly or through the military
officer in charge of the worksites. Their role lay between practical craftsman and Royal
Engineer. The work required working knowledge of their craft specialty and ability to
translate conceptualized design drawings and written contract specifications into physical
reality. The functions of the master craftsmen were to interpret design concepts against craft
traditions, note any necessary adaptations, and to communicate the engineers intent to the
tradesmen responsible for accomplishing the work.
The Royal Engineering staff was not only involved in overseeing construction work,
but also in coordinating and administering material resources. These tasks relied on written
tools; requisition lists, nominal lists, departmental proposals and so forth. Such tools can
also be analyzed to reveal the interaction between symbolic toolkit, perception, and thought
structure among administrating Royal Engineering staff. The four requisition lists for tools
and supplies (compiled in Appendix B) were submitted to the Ordnance Office in Montreal
by the Rideau Engineers (Bush 1976: Appendix G).
Clerks in the Royal Engineers’ Office prepared requisitions for the signature of a
responsible officer. They organized the lists in an alphabetic designation system (Fig 28).

<Z$s ‘/<£r

*6—

F ig. 28 O ffice o f O rdnance requisition list for tools listed in alphabetic order by type in
ascending size order. M ontreal O ct 5, 1826. PAC C Series V ol. 44 R eel C 2 6 1 8 (B ush
1976:170)
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Item order exhibits a mindset operating on principles and functions very differently from a
tool user’s orientation. In these lists, an abstract value, the first letter of the name of a tool
dictates tool order. Secondary classifications typically repeat the alphabetic system; the
group 'axe', for example, is subdivided into the classes; broad, felling, followed by pick.
'Chisels', classed mortise followed by socket, are further subdivided into types by descending
gradients of size.
Within the list, tool relationships to function are irrelevant: the alphabetic
organization structures perceptions of meaning. Each entry is an element communicating
needs to another stores clerk whose mind structured tools in the same organizational
framework. List order parallels catalogue listings, and shipping and stores necessities;
handles (helves) are listed and stored separately from tool heads. These considerations,
combined with numeric quantity and cost, reflect the primary functions and mode of
expression of the work of managing stores.

Though the alphanumeric order seems

commonplace, the orientation, compared with that of a craftsman grouping his implements
by function, is radically disparate. Neither is more nor less fundamental, the logic of each
being relative to the requirements of one’s work.
Engineering staff used symbolic alphanumeric systems for material resources but, in
classifying personnel, the order reflects work relationships in terms of authority. Lists of the
Corps of Royal Sappers and Miners disbanded at Bytown or returning to England in 1831,
(see Bush 1976:Appendix C, D) appear in descending order by rank from Color Sergeant to
Private, further subdivided into 7th then 15th Company. Within rank and Company, men's
names are in what appears a random order, possibly reflecting enlistment numbers. The
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Proposed Establishment of the Royal Engineers Department for the Rideau (Ibid.: Appendix
E) is also in military rank order designating pay, bonuses and allowances commensurate with
rank (Fig 29).
Such systems, based on simple classification consistencies, required learning to
master, but, like a craft apprenticeship, once internalized, were employed with little demand
for original thought. Candidates for such work did require elementary training in private
schools such as at James Maloney's school established in Bytown at the time of the canal
construction. An Irish teacher of good "education and address", Maloney instructed pupils
"in Reading, Writing, Arithmetic and English subjects.” He also operated a night school for
adults seeking proficiency in the above subjects and in "Book-keeping with Double and
Single Entry, English Grammar, ...Geometry, Algebra, Navigation, &c" (Ross 127-128).
Elementary school training provided more than working knowledge of abstract systems. It
was a medium to promote social order and discipline (often enforced through the rod). The
training gave rein to mental development in providing "training in being trained" (Graff
1976:82).
Education of the Royal Engineers was significantly formative for the role they would
later play. Royal Engineers along with the Royal Artillery, were the only two Corps in
which officers did not have to pay an L450 purchase fee for their commission. The primary
requirement was successful completion of studies at the Royal Military Academy in
Woolwich. The master general of Ordnance nominated candidates and connections that
could influence his choice were useful. Cadets entering the academy, generally as youths,
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F ig. 2 9 Proposed E stablishm ent o f the R oyal E ngineer Departm ent at the Rideau Canal for the
year 1828 sh ow in g list by rank and role. C ol. John B y, Royal E ngineer’s O ffice, Rideau
Canal, 20th N ovem b er 1827 PA C M G 12, W 0 4 4 (1 5 ):1 1 (B ush 1976:140).
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14 were “put under military discipline while . . . yet boys, and are in many respects good
soldiers before we come to be men.” (Boothby quoted in McLean 1975:2).
Apart from discipline, students received training in drawing, drafting, trigonometry,
geometry, arithmetic, French and military architecture along with theoretical instruction in
erecting fortifications and buildings, surveying and leveling gunnery, mechanics of moving
and raising great weights, sapping and mining etc. Gentlemanly etiquette and presentation
were enforced and until 1800, cadets were expected to queue and powder their hair. Upon
successful completion of exams, cadets joined the Ordnance Survey in Wales to practice
surveying for six months prior to receiving their commissions. They gained practical
training in field experience and established their reputations based on demonstrated
judgement and work performance (Ibid; Passfield 1982). Then, as today, influence played
a substantial role in career opportunities, but zeal, initiative and ability did not go unnoticed.
In military matters, rank was synonymous with authority and adherence to chain of
command was firmly prescribed. Rank was symbolically articulated in cut and adornments
to uniform (Fig 30). The subtleties of such in-group status symbols often went unnoticed to
workers untrained in military demeanor. Certainly new immigrants were unfamiliar with
marks of rank. Lieutenant, Col. By, busy about the Bytown works, was summed up by a
recent Scots arrival as "That man in the red coat and cocked hat?"(MacTaggart 1829(2): 121).
Some officers naively expected rules of military etiquette and deference to be extended to
them by civilians. They were deeply offended and threatened to punish or dismiss non
compliant workers. Not intimidated, laborers sometimes responded with threats of their

H

The youngest recorded cadet was 12 although a cadet aged 30 is also on record.

Fig. 30 Royal Sappers and M iners, uniform and working dress, 1825 depicted in a siege
operation by G. Cham pion, D rawing Master, Royal M ilitary A cadem y, W oolw ich .
C on n olly 1855: PI. 13
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own; "I'll knock the navigation out of ye!"(Brault 1946:63).
Military etiquette and attitudes demanding unquestioned authority created
communication problems between the military, their own civilian employees, and with some
contractors. Civilians were not drilled under the regime of military authority and those of
impertinent disposition soon ran the risk of reprimand or dismissal from Col. By whom
usually upheld his officers' authority. Complaints were addressed in formal letters and the
volatile John MacTaggart, had to prepare a 'written' apology for insolence and drunkenness
to Lieutenant Frome (Bush 1976:99). This impersonal method of resolving issues produced
a record of misconduct that could later be scrutinized and tabulated as a tool to direct future
action.
In this highly controlled work system, the consequences of one’s actions were
experienced and recorded for posterity. Individual responsibility to group effort was both
anticipated and enforced. Given the overall project complexity, amount of specialization,
and need to coordinate details on ever widening planes, the hierarchical structure kept
accountability for decisions in the hands of those with the knowledge and capability to
balance resource needs against overall project requirements. Decision makers demanded,
reviewed, and sought information from specialized staff, but ultimate responsibility for
decisions lay with those in charge. This complex formal structure contrasted in philosophy
with the contractor group.
Analysis of the Rideau contractor role is complicated by multiple and competing
orientations toward capital and by the informality of business practices in the era. Many of
these workers assumed dual roles as craftsman builder/contractor administrator and
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combined work execution planning with the tasks of financial direction and company
investment. As capitalist, contractors' work focused upon abstractions of administering
resources to amass profit. Success in capitalistic terms in the building trades required certain
tools: resources to accomplish a project, capital to acquire resources and sustain a work force
until payment was received, and, contacts with potential clients.

Social standing,

communication skills, knowledge of means to maximize profits, and an ego-oriented value
system provided a competitive edge.
The large scale of many Rideau projects and the frontier environment increased
demands upon contractors for self-reliance and for forging new business alliances.
Administration work reduced previous contact with craft associates while increasing
interaction with other occupational groups. Each fiscal success expanded the company
resource base, putting still greater emphasis upon administration, and further reducing time
available for ongoing work execution planning.
Fortunes were made in canal construction. Following the project completion, several
Rideau contractors diversified their operations expanding into other enterprises. The setting
was ripe to accommodate capitalistic orientation within existing British social structures.
Successful contractors amassed considerable capital for reinvestment again stimulating their
administrative expertise and business potential. Analyzing the contractors’ role in both the
'craftsman builder' and 'contractor administrator' quadrants illustrates how Rideau work
experience schooled enterprising craftsmen toward an expanded role as capitalistic employer.
Analysis o f ‘contractors’ as an occupational group is difficult however as the role was less
defined, and more susceptible to individual response.
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On the work conceptualization and administration axis, (Table 2) the contractor role
compares with the Royal Engineer group, but with narrower scope and goals. Contractors
worked individually, directing their own workers on jobs of predefined scope and duration.
Royal Engineers worked as an integrated, hierarchical unit, designing, overseeing and
administering the entire project. The Royal Engineers’ bureaucratic preoccupation with
producing and archiving records was less intense among contractors. Their records are less
extensive and concern for archiving records was not as formal hence fewer contractors’
records remain available.
Contractors' goals of achieving profits for self-motivated interests express an egoorientation and personal drive. Royal Engineers were commissioned to complete the canal
for military and public good. Status for reputable work could be achieved but salary and
benefits were regulated through the Ordnance Department and public through Treasury.
As builder, contractors usually assumed the master position among their craftsmen.
Most Rideau contractors arose from craft occupations (often masonry) and took an active
role as craftsmen in work planning and direction at the sites (Bush 1976). By various means,
these craftsmen had acquired the requisite tools to become contractors; capital, resources,
specialized tools (Fig. 31), and ability to organize them to effective purpose. Although
workers purchased their own tools, the contractor owned larger devices such as pumps and
hoisting apparatus (Fig 32) needed in big jobs (Wylie 1983; Passfield 1985). Labor saving
devices gave contractors an edge in bidding for, and winning larger projects. As business
expanded, a contractor might engage specialized craftsmen such as smiths to maintain
workers’ tools and attend to contract specific requirements. Having invested more money

Fig. 31 Sketch o f hoisting m echanism used by Rideau contractors including: sheer p oles w ith
g u y ropes to tilt the load over the desired location, and a treble purchase b lock and tackle
operated by a w inch. The double upper block and sin gle low er block had w ood en
sh eaves such as the one show n in the photo inset. This sheave, marked w ith the
O rdnance broad arrow, w as recovered in excavations at the Entrance V a lley . Photo and
draw ing by author

Fig. 32 B rew er’s L ow er M ill under construction show ing hoisting m echanism s in use w ith sheer
p oles and block and tackle positioned on either side o f the nearly com pleted lock
chamber. T w o m en operate a w inch on the near side o f the lock w h ile other workers
carry a hand barrow up a ramp. Thom as Burrowes watercolor detail A rch ives o f
Ontario 68
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and resources into craft interests, builder contractors assumed greater administrative and
business generating concerns. Each specialized investment increased the need to manage
more resources and to employ more craftsmen of different specialties (mining, masonry,
carpentry, black smithing etc.) in increasingly more complex and larger projects. In turn the
demand for the contractor to expand financial horizons to secure more contracts grew
exponentially.
Amplification of the administrative role could eventually set the contractor
completely apart from his craft orientation. No longer paternal teacher of apprentices,
contractors became employers of workers (Pentland 1981; Brooke 1983). The focus on skill,
specialized work planning and task related identity diminished as administration and financebased acquaintanceships expanded. The "organization of resources and finances rather than
craft knowledge was the key to success" (Heite 1992:123). Some contractors such as
Tiberius Wright and sons, appear to have assumed a totally financier role, leaving their site
supervisor at Burritts Rapids wholly in charge of day to day operations (Valentine 1985).
Specializing in administration, the contractor assumed an intermediary position
between his employees and the project clients, the Royal Engineers. Complexities of the
contractor’s administrative role distanced them from work execution and reduced social
interaction with craftsmen employees (Pentland 1981). Subcontracting represented a further
step from work organization. It was a means of expanding investment with even less
involvement in project work. While sharpening his skills with the tools of capital, the
contractor administrator focused upon an incremental, monetary signifier.

‘Profit’ for

reinvestment extended in ever expanding abstract powers. Quantity expressed growth
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potential, and assumed a reality of its own. Business success brought social status and
contacts in an elite society that shared a similar worldview.
Given some financial backing and access to resources, contractors' first concerns
were to secure contracts. Winning bids involved estimating resource costs for the work to
be done and adding a plausible profit margin. The tender cost had to lie within projected
Ordnance estimates and be lower than that of competing bidders. Contractors had to surmise
the negotiating position of the client, in this case, the Royal Engineers. Contracts were to
be awarded to the lowest 'credible' bidder. Credibility entailed having reputable knowledge
of the tasks required. Among those with acceptable building knowledge were some who bid
too low due to administrative inexperience. A few contractors deliberately submitted bids
at prices lower than projected costs, hoping later to extract profit from a generous
Government that would surely indemnify any losses (Bush 1976; Passfield 1985).
The Engineers soon clarified the firmness of their position. They released contractors
unable to accomplish work at negotiated rates. Engineering staff measured completed work,
and paid the contractor only for efforts completed to standard. In some situations, contract
rates proved insufficient to cover costs due to unforseen difficulties.

In these cases,

Engineering staff evaluated the situation and released contractors whose work was
considered unsatisfactory. Contractors whose work they deemed competent were allowed
to continue at an agreed higher rate (Ibid: 1985). The procedure relied entirely on the
professional opinion of the Engineer to assess work 'competency': a judgement of the
builder's craft expression. A capitalistic oriented contractor's idea of competency meant
satisfying minimum requirements in the most efficient manner to yield a maximum profit
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margin. Naturally, disputes arose between these relative points of view, and litigation
charges against the Crown had to be settled in court.
Successful bidding for government works contracts required more sophisticated
business sense than for smaller contract jobs. One needed enough knowledge (or advice) to
calculate resource costs, both material and human, knowledge of market conditions and the
right circumstances. The contractor required skill in financial estimates, literacy to read
terms and present tenders in written format, and verbal skill to negotiate with the Royal
Engineers. Communicating a convincing personal presentation with social grace, demanded
proper attire, and etiquette to make the right impression. Familiarity with the process of
legal appeal, and recommendations from influential securities were also a definite benefit.
Being of English or Scots affiliation seemed to offer a credibility advantage over contractors
of American descent given the charged atmosphere of the times.
The Scot, Thomas McKay, with considerable experience in military contracts seems
to have been particularly successful in lobbying aggressively (Fig 33). After allowing
McKay to plead his case, Col. By agreed to reverse his own recommendation of awarding
the first eight locks to an American bidder, Walter Fenlon. By gave the contract instead to
McKay on the grounds that Fenlon was 'an Excavator, and not a mason'. McKay meanwhile,
had lowered his original rate to one that By found acceptable (Dept, of Energy Mines and
Resources Management 1970:36). Fenlon was later given excavation work and a contract
for the masonry dam at Hogs Back but failed to complete the latter project (Bush 1976).
Competition between contractors reduced bid rates and worked in the Royal
Engineers' favor. To counteract the disadvantage, a number of contractors appear to have

T |>V*| s£

Fig. 33 T hom as M cK ay, a Rideau contractor becam e a renow ned C itizen o f O ttawa. H is
property and m asonry hom e (w ith substantial additions) is n ow part o f Rideau H all,
residence o f the G overnor General o f Canada. PAC
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forged loose alliances. Four of the major contractors, McKay, John Redpath, Thomas
Phillips and Andrew White formed a limited liability association in which finances were
pooled and profits shared. They dissolved the association after the completion of the Rideau
works (Bush 1976:112). As a group structure, contractor relationships seemed egalitarian.
Support for a business partner, like that of a work mate, was expected to be reciprocal and
would not last long if a contractor consistently suffered losses.
Administration was particularly complex given the wilderness setting of most
worksites. Workers, particularly craftsmen, were in constant demand and contractors needed
laborers in large numbers during the summer work season. To attract and retain a workforce,
contractors had to cover men's overhead costs. They often constructed barrack housing to
board workers, and procured and transported supplies to feed, clothe, and equip them.
Several contractors ran substantial entrepreneurial operations with company stores stocked
through supply outlets in Montreal, Kingston, and Prescott or Brockville. The Wrights, with
extensive farming and milling concerns including distillery, hotel, lumber and lime kilns,
were major suppliers not only of their own operations but to the Ordnance as well (Fig 34).
In 1831, the British passed the 'Truck Act' to end exploitation of workers by
unscrupulous employers who paid wages in tickets redeemable at Company stores (Brooke
1983:151). In the Canadas, Ordnance policy preceded legislation and the Royal Engineers
posed an influential example. They paid workers weekly, and, provided goods at cost plus
transport to keep prices in the frontier community in control. Despite efforts, some Rideau
contractors profited substantially through retail outlets by inflating prices, particularly on the
cost of alcohol (Wylie 1983; Valentine 1985). Contractors often paid their workers at a

Fig. 34 M ill and Tavern o f Philem on W right at the Chaudiere Falls, L ow er Canada; 1823. The
W rights arrived from M assachusetts in 1800 and had a substantial farm ing and lumber
establishm ent. The com m unity o f W rightstown (n ow H ull) boasted saw and grist m ills,
a substantial forge, lim ekilns, tannery, distilleries, a brewery, and tavern and hotel. The
W rights’ supplied the m ilitary and their own operations and undertook the work at
Burrits Rapids and D ow s Swam p but failed to com plete the latter contract. Capt. H .Y.
D uV ernet, Royal S ta ff Corps, tempera PAC C -608
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monthly or annual, rather than weekly rate. This discouraged employees from leaving and
made them reliant on Company credit if they could not manage financial affairs between
payments.
Some workers budgeted well and left the Rideau with substantial savings. Others,
left improvident, are judged as either having managed money poorly or to have suffered
exploitation at the hands of a contractor (Wylie 1983; Passfield 1985). Contrast between
these interpretations suggests different economic or cultural value systems between
contractors and many workers. In the mid 19th century, Mayhew noted that many London
workers awaited their pay in public houses owned by the employer. Men spent readily on
spirits as renewed employment opportunities were increased if employers perceived they
could extend profits through liquor sales (Mayhew 1984:555). Workers accustomed to such
dealings may have assumed extended credit limits would ensure winter work and
accommodation.
Among some ethnic groups, such as the Irish Catholic laborers, the system continued
traditional economic expectations. In this strong ‘group’ oriented society, debt and giving
were dominant social principles and an established means of expressing group solidarity and
loyalty through social obligation (Arensburg 1959; Gosden 1989:359). Clashes in notions
of economic responsibility in the Rideau context were marked.

A worker with an

accumulated debt relationship would find dismissal by an employer bewildering. For these
men, the basics of a cash economy and dollar values had to be learned under severe
circumstances. Many of these immigrants were unaccustomed to setting aside cash for
periods of unemployment or for investment. In Upper Canada, they confronted a harsh long
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winter, with no extended family support system and where government social support was
limited.
Given the climate, substantially less outdoor work could be accomplished over the
winter months. Only 10 to 12 daylight hours were available (compared to 14 to 16 in
summer) and snow, ice and cold slowed progress. Workers without established farms or
homes to return to, had to vie for available job opportunities. The situation was particularly
severe during the first winter when work was scarce (Passfield 1985). Remaining with
contractors throughout the inclement season perpetuated elements of feudal mutual
interdependence. To retain workers (particularly craftsmen) the contractor had to keep work
going even when it might be less efficient. Fortunately for employees, the two-year time
limit for contract completion encouraged contractors to continue efforts year round. Winter
employment, particularly for recent immigrants, gave workers a measure of stability. Some
appear to have retained attitudes of compliancy common to the agricultural feudal heritage
in which many had deep roots.
Other Rideau workers were clearly familiar with value systems of wage labor and
concepts of supply and demand. They felt no qualms in leaving employers if wages, prices,
or accommodation were more competitive elsewhere. Capitalistic systems and associated
social values were gradually being accommodated into existing structures by both
contractors and employees. Sudden transition to capitalistic values did not occur. Instead,
a mosaic of worldviews blended, often clashed, and continued to operate simultaneously.
Persistence of ideals of the role of a feudal lord is perceptible in Colonel By's actions.
His humanitarian concern for workers, and recognition of their long term benefit to the

Ill

community, his attempts to balance productivity with human and social needs, his attempts
to motivate by example, all reflect traditional ideals of loyalty and paternity.

As

Commanding Officer, By perceived himself very much as benign Lord of Bytown. The
location of his home, overlooking the Entrance to the Rideau and across from the projected
fortress site, his patronage and homage to contractors whose work he praised with silver cup
awards, his honoring of the first boy and girl bom in Bytown by granting them his surname
and offering each free Ordnance lots, all display his status and paternal attitude. An attitude
criticized as extravagant and perhaps spumed by those of other cultural orientation.15
These examples of public display are reminiscent of a 'big man' role of gift giving
within traditional, debt-based economic systems. By's gifts were not meant to be
reciprocated; they were a demonstration of his status and influence. They commanded
loyalty and compliance in return for a promise of paternal care. The system was similar to
craftsmen’s paternal support of apprentices and related to debt accumulation used by builder/
contractors to keep employees at their work sites. Accommodation of capitalistic ideals thus
appears far from widespread in the Rideau context. Indeed, focus upon dollar value systems
seemed largely depended upon ones work orientation.
Among the Rideau contractors, several went on to build personal empires in railway
and steamboat operations, banking, milling, distilleries, sugar, real estate, local politics and
other activities foreign to their craft beginnings.

Within the context of the Rideau

John By Burrowes was the first white child bom in Bytown and Mary Ann By O'Connor the first
girl. Her parents failed to select the two lots o f Ordnance land offered to her (Ross 1927:99). In
reminiscing on his early experiences in Bytown, H. R. Morgan described Col. By as having “a
tendency towards pompousness arising, no doubt, from his military training.” He added “He was
intelligent, resourceful, and most energetic” (quoted in Bush 1976:6).
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construction, however, capitalistic value systems were considered suspect; somehow morally
dishonorable, and strongly associated with 'Americans'. John MacTaggart's comment on
Americans bidding for contracts summarizes the perception:
"Jonathan acts the crafty spy in all our actions, ever intent on aggrandising h im self
at our expense. The idea o f mutual benefits he detests; if there is not a real
advantage on his side, he w ill have nothing to do with it: ...Their w hole study is that
o f over-reaching, from the cradle to the grave; this is the primum m obile o f their
existence" (M acTaggart 1929(2): 185).

American entrepreneurs, bidding for canal projects, were operating fully on principles of
economic rationality. Bias against Americans was both an expression of national loyalties
during the charged political times and an expression of different emphases between
traditional British socioeconomic systems and the gradual extension of American capitalistic
values in British North America.
Those moving toward capitalistic worldview were assimilating and adapting an
abstract monetary system into social relationships where status was associated with
economic value and not with traditional attributes (Pentland 1981). Concepts of maximized
profit based upon what the market would bear threatened synchronic relationships based on
social responsibility and traditional social structures. Capitalism challenged class, inherent
right, and debt-based patrimony.

It encouraged transient relationships for immediate

gratification, at the cost of social cohesion and values associated with stasis or with overall
social good. Inevitable ‘evolution’ toward capitalistic values, (as assumed by economists)
did not occur. Instead, capitalistic rationality was sensed, altered and accommodated to
varying degrees within existing structures. Focus on capital within work roles and the fit,
or clash, of monetary values with previous cultural training were variables defining whether
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capitalistic ideals were embraced, adapted but reformulated, despised or ignored.
To summarize, Rideau canal workers experienced very largely as they did because
the work habits of their occupational societies predisposed certain choices of interpretation.16
Laborers, craftsmen, contractors and Royal Engineers sensed and expressed self through the
tools, tasks, products and social organization of their vocational groups. The axis of manual
work execution versus conceptualization and administration, defined the medium in which
workers experienced their world and the venues by which they expressed themselves
through work. The qualifications, training, sense experience, products, and social
organization of work in each group either fostered an identity based upon occupation or
encouraged identities preeminent to work.
Intensive formal training needed to enter craftsmen and Royal Engineer groups
'enculturated' workers with a profound sense of vocational identity.

Job complexity

encouraged a hierarchical social structure focused on tangible achievement. Laborer and
contractor groups were less occupation oriented. These vocations required less formal
training and had little internal structure. They could more readily accommodate working
group identity and social organization based on values external to work. The ego oriented
work focus of contractors, often realigned previous craft notions to meet capitalistic ideals.
In the labor group however, traditional values and ethnic cohesion played a far more
significant role. As will be seen, many workers in the laborer group customized work to suit
ethnic social alliances and to sustain enculturated values. In this culturally pluralistic

1H

This familiar phrase is a modification o f Edward Sapir's (1933) statement that "We... experience
very largely as we do because the language habits of our community predispose certain choices o f
interpretation" (quoted in Douglas 1982:20).
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society, ethnicity played a significant role in defining the choice of work and in structuring
relationships between occupational groups.

CHAPTER 4.
WORK AND ETHNIC IDENTITY

Rideau construction sites were a meeting ground for established settlers, recent
immigrants and migrant workers of diverse national, or ethnic background. Scotsmen,
Englishmen, Irishmen, French Canadians, Americans and a few workers of other national
origin were all engaged on the works. The labor group included workers from all countries,
but, enclaves of Irish Catholics or French Canadians predominated at several locations along
the canal. Members of all nationalities were among the various crafts groups (Passfield
1985). Some speciality recruitment occurred among the Corps of Sappers and M iners,1but,
civilian employees of the Royal Engineers were of mixed British nationalities. Royal
Engineering officers directing Rideau construction were predominantly English or Scots.2
Contractors included a few Irish and American entrepreneurs, although most were o f Scots
or English extraction and considered more 'satisfactory' in the execution of their work in the
eyes of supervising Royal Engineers.3

1

Cornish masons and stonecutters were actively recruited into the Sappers and Miners because o f
their experience in dry key stonework used in dams. (Bush 1976).

2

Given generations o f inter-marriage, it is difficult to affirm ancestry by British surnames alone.
Officers did however, hail from English or Scots communities (Bush 1976).
3

Col. By presented commemorative silver cups to the Scots contractors Robert Drummond,
Thomas Mckay, John Redpath, and to the partners Thomas Phillips and Andrew White (Bush
115
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Despite national or ethnic affiliation, each worker sought employment to maintain
or improve his current situation. Each deployed previous work experience and social
contacts to qualify for positions and each entered the worksite with an outlook derived from
upbringing and past work training. Work gave a sense of continuity with the past: a familiar
activity within a new setting.

It established a daily routine and provided venues for

accomplishment toward a common goal. Work was a place to interact socially with others,
and, an infinitely preoccupying topic of conversation.
On a project wide scale, Rideau work society was a short term establishment,
construction taking only five years to complete. Some workers held employment for merely
a few weeks, months, or a year while others worked for the project duration. Within
occupational groups however, work society was often of long term duration with many
maintaining work affiliation for years before and/or years after the canal opened.
These workers were all adult; all previously enculturated individuals, yet, cultural
learning is not a process that ends at physical maturation. Entering a work force constitutes
a liminal phase in which kin, educational institutions and previous work relations are often
left behind. Workers must assimilate past experience to new situations and establish social
bonds accommodating occupational roles into a perception of self as 'worker' and member
of a broader social sphere (Paddayya 1981).
In the Rideau context, the frontier nature of the setting and demands of the
construction project placed high emphasis upon rapid adaptation to the new physical and
social environment.

1976).

Structures within each occupational group influenced adjustment
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mechanisms by either enforcing or crosscutting cultural bounds. Interaction between
workers' occupational and enculturated identities varied both by the significance of ethnicity
in structuring vocational groups, and, by the rigidity of boundaries defining ethnic
orientation.
Workers who had previously settled in the Canadas migrated to canal job sites and
returned to established home and community in the off-season. But, for most recent arrivals,
home as they had known it, would never be seen again. Getting established without
assistance programs was more difficult than it had been for previous settlers. Wage work
was the immigrants primary means to reconcile the new setting to past life ways. Here in an
unfamiliar environment, workers had to adapt skills to suit new materials or conditions, or
leam new skills. In the culturally pluralistic society, work became the common focus of a
society composed of radically different worldviews. Work defined a routine time and place
to meet, interactive goals, and sense of occupational identity within the broader society. In
the Rideau context, work functioned as an adaptive social institution, and played " . . . a
pervasive and powerful role in the psychological, social and economic aspects of life" (W.
E. Upjohn Institute, 1973:1).
Research on ethnicity in multi-cultural societies has long recognized work as an area
of cultural interaction. Deetz (1978) and Praetzellis, Praetzellis and Brown (1987) recount
ethnic contact situations in which male workers adapted tools of employers while
maintaining ethnic expression in domestic life. Deetz correlated the Chumash Indians' loss
of their male native tool assemblage with the process of acculturation to realize that cultural
change is accelerated at points of contact with other cultures (1978:176). At La Purisima
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Mission, the domestic scene was ethnically conservative, while nodes of work interaction
were perceived as instigating change.

The Praetzellis et al study of the Chinese in

Sacramento focused upon cultural continuity communicated through adapted material culture
and the practice of'geomancy' in designing the layout of their community (1987:44). Here
again, the domestic scene served as the nucleus of cultural continuity.
In the 19th century Canadas, occupational streaming by ethnic group, and by sex and
age, was commonplace (Darroch and Omstein 1980). Women and children were not directly
employed on construction jobs but family members (especially immigrant families),
accompanied men to the work locale. This separate family sphere accentuated consciousness
of ethnic identity. At work, men of different cultural traditions might interact directly, or
observe each other. They might take up unaccustomed tools and leam new methods, but,
after work, those with kin returned to a hearth where 'home fires' kept burning. Those
without family or ethnic affiliates were barracked with new workmates, introduced to
unfamiliar diet, clothing and furnishings. They either left to seek ethnic solace, or learned
to tolerate difference, sustaining self through a sense of shared occupational identity, at least
for the period of employment.
Addressing cultural and work interaction for each national or ethnic group in the 19th
century Rideau context is unintended here. The goal is to interpret how the adaptive
mechanism of work interacted with previously enculturated notions to formulate a sense of
identity within the multicultural setting. To this end, the experiences of the prominent Irish
Catholic labor group are explored. Other occupational and ethnic group perspectives are
discussed only as relate directly or comparatively to the Irish Catholic workers. Interaction
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between ethnicity and work learning is addressed from three realms; material and tool
continuity relative to tasks; ethnic and work group boundary symbols of social structure; and
from ethnocentric or occupational worldviews interacting within Rideau work society.

Material and Tool Continuity
Concentration of Irish Catholics in the labor group was partly due to the large
numbers seeking work and meeting the widespread demand for excavation workers. Yet, it
also reflected their familiarity with the tools, materials, and tasks of this trade. Agricultural
work and toolkits were similar to excavation tools and techniques and, many immigrant
laborers may have excavated on public works projects in Britain. Derived from the poorer
British social class, many Irish Catholic immigrants had disembarked from holds of timber
ships, sick, emaciated and with few resources.4 Despite the lack of assistance programs and
with only charitable assistance, they did settle in and quickly established reputations as
physically strong laborers, of unruly disposition.5 The Irish laborers' capacities to move
enormous amounts of soil and rock, and their bellicose behavior would become legend in the
poems o f William Lett (1979).6 At the time however, the local magistrate complained: ".
.. the public peace is most dreadfully disturbed; and the lives and property of the inhabitants
4

Sickness was accentuated by the "sudden change o f diet from vegetable to animal food" (Dr.
Christie quoted in Valentine 1985:57) See also Cameron (1988:347).
5

Expansion o f canal and railway systems throughout the ensuing decades coincided with steady
migration from Ireland during the famine years. The parallel relationship between labor supply
and demand built associations between the Irish and excavation work (Clark 1985).
6

William Lett was a boy when his family moved to Bytown in 1828. His poems were first
published in 1874 (1879).
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in danger day and night in this new Town; by drunken riotous persons employed on the
works of the Rideau Canal."7
Accounts by the Scot, John MacTaggart depict the Irish as good workers when doing
pick and shovel work, but impossible to teach when 'put out of their old track'. He describes
them as inept with axe and adze and a hazard in the forest where they maimed or killed
themselves while hewing trees (1829(2):242,243).

MacTaggart unconsciously reveals

reasons for Irish difficulty in adapting to working with wood;
. . . It is a singular fact, too, w ith the Irish, that if they can get a m ud-cabin, they
w ill never think o f building one o f wood. A t B y-tow n on the Ottawa, th ey burrow
in to the sandhills; smoke is seen to issue out o f h oles w hich are opened to answer
the purpose o f chim neys. Here fam ilies contrive to pig together w orse even than
in Ireland (Ibid).

Coming from an almost treeless terrain, Irish immigrants were unlikely to be familiar with
lumber tools or wood construction techniques.8 At home, stone and mud-walled rather than
timber houses were the norm and heating and cooking was primarily with peat, not wood.
The mud-cabin scorned above, perfectly describes a version of early 19th century dwellings
called ‘tilts’ built by Irish settlers north of St. John's, Newfoundland. The summer ‘dug-out’
was a single room building built against a bank. It had a clay floor, single door, sod walls
with no windows and peaked roof being much like a root cellar in appearance. The fire was
placed on a hearthstone at the end and smoke escaped out a hole in the roof (Mannion
1974:143). These dwellings were the Irish equivalent to a Canadian shanty, constructed in

7

Wilson to Hilliar, 18 May 1827. PAC RG5, Al(84):45755 quoted in DeJonge (1983:14).
8

In Ireland, carpenters were primarily employed in making pre made house fittings and furnishings
using wood imported from the Baltic or British North America (Houston and Smyth 1990:245).
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a medium and form familiar to the builders. Though temporary, they provided immediate
shelter for immigrant workers' families and a measure of continuity with home. (Fig. 35)
Destitute and unqualified for other vocations, these immigrant laborers took to
familiar, and widely available excavation work. Horrific accounts of inexperienced men
maimed in quarry blasts or crushed while pooling in under tree stumps undoubtedly passed
verbally between workers. Consequences of injury were severe, temporarily or permanently
impairing ability to earn a living. New immigrants might well shy away from attempting
work with unfamiliar woodworking tools. If other British immigrants were accustomed to
timbering work, it was probably with Kent or British long felling axe forms rather than the
'American' axe.9 (Fig. 36) Catermole's accounts for prospective emigrants reprinted letters
written home from Scots settlers telling: "Our axes are quite different from yours more like
a wedge, they cut wood far better." (Catermole 1831:196). These letters also describe
differences in tree dimensions, variety and in felling techniques.
Despite past expertise, in North America, wood was the primary medium for building
and heating, and woodcutting skills had to be acquired. Accidents occasionally occur even
to expert lumbermen and should be anticipated among men with no previous experience.
French Canadian, and American youths had graduated from hatchet to axe while learning
mundane firewood chores. The Irish had no such indoctrination. They had to master axe
handling while still learning characteristics of wood structure. As well, unconscious habits
learned from peat cutting and excavation work conflicted with wood work techniques to

9

The wedge axe form is shown in Smiths Key o f 1812 and assumed the name o f Yankee or
American axe due to widespread popularity in North America (Salaman 1990:47).

Fig. 35 The root cellar built into the em bankment below the blockhouse at the N ew boro lock is
sim ilar to descriptions o f temporary shelters built by Irish imm igrants. T. Burrowes
1841, detail o f watercolor, A rchives o f Ontario

F ig. 36 British w ood sm en cutting aw ay brushwood with a lopping or K ent style axe and w ed ges.
The long fellin g axe form show n in Fig. 9 w as m ore com m on ly used in Britain than the
A m erican w ed ge axe. Pynes M icrocosm 1808: PI. 25
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increase chances of injury from wood cutting and forming tools.
Kinesic observation of the stance normally assumed with excavation tools (pick,
mattock, shovel, spade, and pry bar) is one bent leg ahead of the other to balance an overhead
swing or to add weight for tool prying or thrusting (Fig. 37). Foot position has toes pointed
outward. In contrast, axe and adze work is accomplished with straight legs spread wide to
balance a side swing or to accommodate inward motion of the tool blade between the legs
(Fig. 38). Feet shift from outward spread while chopping horizontally to parallel for vertical
chopping to ensure balance and avoid leg and foot injury. Since stance is unconsciously
conditioned, a spread leg posture with parallel feet would feel unnatural to those accustomed
to excavation work. They may not have initially recognized the benefits of correct foot
position. A reflex assumption of excavation stance would result in grave consequences.10
Forest lumbering was semiskilled work. Wood cutting skills, training and practice
in techniques of tree felling, awareness of safe spacing and warning signals between workers,
took time and experience to leam.11 For the Irish, previous material, tool and task habits
proved a drawback to learning wood work skills that were essential to life ways in the
Canadas. Work competition and animosity between ethnic groups, and language or dialect
incomprehension, undoubtedly also hindered adaptation. Irish workers did, however, leam
quickly for within a few years, they were fiercely competing with French Canadians for

10

MacTaggart noted the relationship between previous occupation and wood working accidents: “. .
. it takes an Irishman a long time to leam the art o f the hatchet, if he has been used chiefly to
spade and shovel work, which is quite a different kind o f occupation . . . and if he attempts
squaring, he cuts and abuses his feet in a shameful manner.” (MacTaggart 1829(2):242-243).

n

Immigrants with means were advised to hire a Canadian servant to teach and help with land
clearing over the first year (Catermole 1831:86).

Fig. 37 The stance for pick and shovel work as illustrated by the Sappers and M iners circa 1855
is one bent leg ahead o f the other to thrust or add w eigh t for tool prying. D etail,
C on n olly 1855: PI. 14

F ig. 38 French Canadian timber m en setting up camp for the Royal Engineers in B ytow n 1826.
The stance they assum ed for axe or adze work is legs spread w id e to balance a side
sw in g or to safely accom m odate the direction o f an axe sw ung towards the legs. Col.
B y or sta ff officer, watercolor and pencil M cCord M useum
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lumber jobs in the Ottawa Valley. Even by 1828, the populace of'Corkstown' was settling
in. Henry notes that most had cabins (some whitewashed) each with garden plots to grow
“potatoes sufficient for their own consumption, a consideration of some importance to them.”
(Henry 1831:60; Lett 1979[ 1874]:81-85).

Ethnic and Working Group Symbols
Building techniques, separate community spheres, food ways, and costume, are
frequently cited as ethnic boundary markers apparent in the material culture record.
Occasionally, tools associated with specific occupations are also linked to a nationality. The
relationship is often based on place of origin or upon the popularity of a form within a
region. In the Rideau context, tool name modifyers may also have symbolized ethnic
occupational streaming. The hundreds of tools designated "Irish long-handled shovel" (Fig.
39) on requisition lists, may have served as a rallying symbol of Irish strength, while
associating the workers with excavation both in their own minds and in the minds of others.12
Boundary markers between groups were also prevalent in costume. Irish Catholic
populations arrived at worksites wearing an older style of clothing: knee breeches, open shirt
and a stovepipe hat. (Fig. 40 ) Breeches were unsuited in the Canadian climate, leaving legs
exposed to mosquito bites in summer, and to the ravages of cold in winter. Trousers were
increasingly worn by most British social classes after 1807 (Ewing 1984), but older workers
continued wearing breeches into the 1840s (Lansdell 1977:5). Woolen or cloth caps were

12

The requisitions also list "English spade" and "English short handled shovel with D bow handle",
"American Axe", and "Canadian frame saw" See Appendix B.
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F ig . 3 9 S h o v e l an d s p a d e fr a g m e n ts e x c a v a te d at th e E n tra n ce V a lle y in c lu d e Irish lo n g -h a n d le d
s h o v e ls w h ic h w e r e s p e c if ie d o n th e r e q u is itio n s in la r g e q u a n titie s.
a
reinforcing straps riveted through handle
b
D -handle sid e straps
c
handle rivets
d
Irish long handled sh ovel blade w ith pointed m outh
e

larger pointed scoop blades o f short handled sh o v els

D r a w in g b y a u th o r

F ig. 40 Irish C atholic im m igrants arrived at Rideau w orksites w earing breeches w h ich w ere less
suited to the Canadian clim ate than trousers. J.P. C ockbum , 1830 detail o f w atercolor,
R oyal Ontario M useum
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often worn under stovepipe hats (Fig. 41) with the latter sometimes removed and stacked
during work activity (White 1977 [1818]: plate 9; Ginsburg 1982:148). Either too poor,
unaware of the severity of Canadian winter, or unwilling to relinquish familiar styles, the
Irish did not avail themselves to inexpensive bedding and warm clothing offered through the
Commissariat during the work season. They suffered terribly through the first winter when
the paucity of work kept much of the labor force unemployed (Passfield 1982).
French Canadien costume was more appropriate for work in the Canadian climate.
Wearing shirt, trousers, and moccasins with winter capote (a blanket coat) mittens, toque and
distinctive sash, the Canadiens were accustomed to the weather and topography. (Fig. 42)
These workers had good reputations for disciplined work and expertise with the axe. They
were as closely associated with backwoods lumbering as the Irish were with excavation.
Flourishing American axe and Canadian frame saw, they cut lines for surveyors, cleared
worksites, stocked firewood and supplied timber. As a migrant labor group, they often
traveled without families although in the Rideau context, many timber workers had settled
in the vicinity (Ross 1927). When winter work slumps occurred in the Rideau construction,
they returned to homes or to families in Lower Canada or moved on to other timber jobs
(Passfield 1982).
Apart from these material symbols of ethnic identity, language and dialect were
audible markers of ethnic affiliation. Linguistics undoubtedly played a major role in
occupational streaming and affected work relations between occupational groups. As we
cannot witness the scene, we can only speculate if work site accidents may have resulted
partly from dialect and language incomprehension. The Scots, Clerk of Works, John

Fig. 41 O lder British workers often retained the fam iliar clothing styles o f their youth. In this
1854 photograph o f navies in B ristol, the older man on the right w ears a lo o se cut shirt,
layers o f w aistcoats and top hat worn over a w o o len cap. Reproduced from G insberg
1982: PI. 230

Fig. 42 French Canadian costum e w as w ell adapted for work in the w ood s in the Canadian
clim ate. W orkers w ore long trousers and loose cut shirts, typical o f the era. M occasins,
toque and a colorful sash w ere practical and expressed ethnic affiliation. J.P. Cockburn
1830 detail o f w atercolor, PAC C -12607
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MacTaggart offers both explicit and unintentional insights on linguistic issues concerning
ethnic occupational streaming.
MacTaggart's personal bias in promoting fellow Scots as 'squad masters' over laborers
was unabashed. He recounts how a momentary and bemused acquaintanceship with a fellow
Scot immigrant resulted in the 'Laird of Birrboy' being granted a squad master position on
the government works at four shillings six pence (1829(2): 121). Thomas McKay, the
Scottish contractor at Bytown seemed of similar disposition. He dissuaded John Robertson,
a fellow Scot silk weaver, from continuing on his way to western Ontario by having him
'take charge of a gang of men on canal construction' (Ross 1927:100).
The lack of work related experience of some labor foremen, amplified by language
or dialect differences between themselves and workmen, suggests a scene of communication
dissonance: squad masters shouting the burr of'broad Scots'; laborers responding in Irish
brogue, while French speaking workers parley in sign and broken English.13 Given noise
levels on a construction site, work direction may have been largely indicated nonverbally
but, inexperience and language or dialect misunderstandings must have created problems.
A description of Irish novices in stone quarries (Fig. 43) conjures an image of a tragic 'Tower
of Babel':
Som e o f these, for instance, would take jobs o f quarrying from contractors, because
they thought there were good w ages for this work, never thinking that they did not
understand the business. O f course, many o f them were blasted to p ieces by their
ow n sh o ts,. . . and it is vain for overseers to warn them o f their danger, for they w ill
pay no attention. I once saw a poor man blow a red stick, and hold it deliberately
to the priming o f a large shot he had just charged. I cried out, but it w as o f no use.

13

MacTaggart's comment that; "those who can direct them (French Canadians) in their own
language succeed extremely well", reveals that language barriers were a problem for unilingual
employers and employees (1829(2):249).

jtfsfeiiiwiisii

Fig. 43 The quarry behind the R oyal Engineers B uilding circa 1861, w here m iners cut lim estone
for the Entrance V alley locks. The quarry w as filled in the 1870s to extend M ajors H ill
Park. PAC C -20669
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H e seem ed to turn round his face, as i f to avoid the smoke; o f f w ent the blast, and
took aw ay his arm, and the h a lf o f his head: he w as killed in a m om ent. A s the
b lock s o f stone fell, one o f them broke the leg o f another poor man, w ho knew
nothing o f such a shot being fired. At length w e got the matter so system atized, that
a number o f shots were . . .fired at once; a person stood at a distance, and kept
b low in g a horn, so that all the quarriers got out o f the quarry to a respectable
distance before the m ine w as sprung (M acTaggart 1829(2):245-246).

In recording this event, the foolhardy nature of the Irish is blamed, though from
Royal Engineer values, responsibility clearly lay with the inexperience, disorganization, lack
of forethought of overseers and the lack of clear communication with workers. One wonders
what MacTaggart ’’cried out" at the moment of crisis, and if any but another Scot might
comprehend it? Why were workers issued miners' port fires 14 without some validation of
working knowledge? Clearly blasting procedure and communication between overseers and
workers were being improvised on the spot.
Except MacTaggart's quote that Scotch brogue is conceived 'vulgar and 'highly
offensive' and that those seeking society in Montreal must adopt the ’lisp' of an Englishman
(Ibid.(l):42), language barriers appeared of less consequence to the work of literate
professionals.

They worked in formal English, conversing and writing in a common

language.15 Migrant workers may have had previous exposure to other dialects, though
certainly they required familiarization for each new twist of the tongue. Unfortunately the
severe implications of poor direction or communication difficulties often fell upon laborers.

14

The 'red stick' referred to above was a miner's port fire composed o f a red paper tube filled with a
composition o f nitre, sulphur and gunpowder. They were meant to bum evenly for a specific
period o f time before igniting the charge below to give the man lighting the charge time to
withdraw (Knight 1979[1876](3):771).
15

Work orientation towards abstract engineering principles represented in graphic design, or in
classification or monetary value systems also provided common codes.
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In the Rideau context, language or dialect, costume, building styles, and community
location served as beacons of ethnic affiliation to new immigrants. Isolated in unfamiliar
conditions, new arrivals sought solace, support, advice and contacts for obtaining work from
kin and fellow compatriots. Affiliation to ethnic community, along with tool, task, and
material familiarity (and lack of qualifications for other vocations) streamed many Irish
Catholics into the labor group.
In describing emigration to the Canadas, George Henry noted;
The encouragem ent o f
im m ediate em ploym ent,
indeed the know ledge o f
to seek the country with
1 831:x)

public works in Canada provides the em igrant with
if circum stances prevent his early establishm ent, and
such undertakings induces num erous bands o f labourers
no other object in v iew than to engage in them . (H enry

Labor as a vocation clearly appealed to young workers enculturated within the bonds of
communal physical work experience. The orientation expressed a coherence in social
structure between the egalitarian labor organization and the group structure of Irish Catholic
society.

Ethnocentric and Occupational Structures and Worldviews
Labor groups integrated ethnic and kin structures within work organization more
directly than other vocation involved in Rideau construction. Although records confirming
consanguine relationship are unavailable,16 accounts suggest ethnic concentration patterns
were similar to those in the Welland canal project of the 1840s. Here Irish laborers divided

16

Surname reoccurances in contractors papers (such as listings o f French Canadian names in the
Wrights' Day Books (Bush 1976) infer, but, do not confirm blood relationship.
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into factions with membership in groups of workers from Munster County versus those from
Connaught County dictating working and living arrangements.17 Welland contractors
quickly learned to "honour the workers' preference to work with members of their faction if
only for the peace of the work" (Bleasdale 1981:21). Laborers of different factions sought
work for each other and supported one another in hard times. They preferred to work with
friends they could trust and, "in Gaelic idiom, a friend is a relative" (Arensberg 1959:67).
Newsworthy incidents during the Rideau construction suggest similar Irish
community factions. During the St. Particks Day riot of 1828, 200 Irish workers from the
nearby, Hog's Back site paraded through Bytown carrying a green flag.

An ensuing

recreational battle between the Hog's Back and Bytown Irish workers, left one man
‘accidentally’ clubbed to death. A jury subsequently refused to convict the assailant, one
witness testifying: "They were all Roman Catholics, so there could be no party complaints."
(Quoted in Passfield 1985:21).

The logic of the rationalizations was foreign to the

established community who quickly acted to elect a town magistracy consisting primarily
of Scots and English members of the Engineering staff, Rideau contractors and local
merchants.
Nepotism, and cultural bias also operated within other Rideau vocational groups, but
not as central organizing principles. Work indoctrinations of craftsmen and the Royal
Engineers18 enforced emphases upon occupational identity, work structured hierarchy,

17

Affiliation to place infers kin relationship for Irish migration was typified by chain migration o f
extended families from various locales in Ireland (Houston and Smyth 1990).
18

Issac MacTaggart, John MacTaggart's brother, was hired as Assistant Overseer (Ross 1927:107).
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inducements toward accomplishment, and individual responsibility. These occupations
along with that of contractor, encouraged degrees of self-motivation to meet occupational
values or individual goals. Occupational values of these groups did not necessarily counter
kin-based loyalty, but, provided options: additional qualifications encouraging consideration
of merit on realms external to kin focused values. Indeed, among Royal Engineering staff,
charges o f nepotism for positions paid by public purse, required rationalizing based on
professional qualifications.19
Work orientations of these vocations reflected Calvinistic values of hard work for
personal improvement, philosophies of social responsibility and motivation through example,
and capitalistic notions. Various blends of these concepts were embedded within hierarchical
structures innate in middle and upper class English, Scots, Irish and American society. They
express culturally derived value systems incorporated into work structure in the same way
that kin and ethnic loyalty reflect Irish Catholic values adapted to the labor structure.
Royal Engineer and contractor employers both anticipated and adapted to ethnic
concentration among large groups of laborers. Violent competition between ethnic groups
was discouraged and, where necessary, employers used a policy of separation by isolating
ethnic factions at different construction sites. Labor homogeneity reduced social tensions
and produced better work performance. At sites predominated by Irish Catholics, physical
work incentives and egalitarian structure accommodated and enforced Irish kin cooperative

19

Col. By was refused the services o f Col. Dumford's son, Ensign Durnford o f the Royal Engineers,
by the Board and officers o f Ordnanace in London. By was also charged with nepotism by a
disgruntled clerk named H. Burgess who had been dismissed from his post (Dept, o f Energy
Mines and Resource Management 1970:40,66).
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social structure and worldview. Men toiling together in egalitarian groups, on unspecialized
tasks encouraged group cohesion. Work was a physical manifestation of group membership
communicated nonverbally through similar costume, common tools, and shared physical
effort. Lack of specialization, and uniform material culture, combined with obligation to
share resources in communal bonding activities, served as cultural stasis mechanisms. They
enforced an image of self as kin, as Irish Catholic laborer, not as member of a broader Rideau
work community.
Despite the ensuing century, Conrad Arensberg's ethnography of rural Irish
community life epitomizes the social fabric that characterized Irish Catholic immigrants
working on the Rideau in the 1820s.20

Arensburg insightfully perceived subtle

characteristics in the structure of Irish kin society:
For all its intensity, Irish kinship is no 'clan' as anthropology uses the term. For
there are no fast bonds and no rigidities; . . . It is expansive rather than restrictive
. . . The heart o f the system are appeals to blood. B ecau se o f the structural
sim p licity o f the system they are insistent upon m em bership in a com m on
generation in a com m on descent. Thus one hears countrym en distinguish betw een
m y friends and m y father's friends sp ecifyin g tw o generational groups (Arensburg

1959:82).

This 'expansive' form of Irish kin relationship governed the social system influencing
occupational streaming, and group structure among Rideau labors.

Interrelated stasis

mechanisms optimized ethnic continuity within the work setting. These included the Irish
chain migration scheme, adaptation of Irish socioeconomic systems in the new context,
emphasis upon working with fellow kin, and work and community integration.
20

Arensberg’s 1930s fieldwork in the farm community of Luogh (north-west County Clare) is an
insightful study o f traditional structure, values and worldview o f a tradtional Irish Catholic
community (Arensburg 1959).
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Expansive kin structure was evidenced in unprecedented amounts in remittances sent
home to Ireland to help family (Fitzpatrick 1984, Clark 1985). Irish migration was typified
as 'chain migration' with spouses, siblings, cousins, nephews and nieces joining relatives who
helped them to settle and find employment (Arensburg 1959; Houston and Smyth 1990).
Unlike clan oriented groups, parents generally remained in Ireland supported by money sent
from emigrant sons and daughters.21 Scots migration tended toward nuclear family
settlement. Once parents were brought out, there were no moral economic commitments to
extended family remaining in Scotland. One could concentrate capital resources and retain
surplus for personal incentives. The economic impact of Irish Catholic, extended kin
obligation seemed irrational to those of Scots or other cultural persuasion. Not only did it
strain an immigrant's resources, but could depress wages by flooding the labor market.
MacTaggarf s comments that the Irish "prefer to pig together" and his disgust at their
lack of motivation to "struggle for any comforts" beyond sustenance speaks volumes of the
inherent rewards of Irish in-group association and of the conflict between Calvinistic and
Irish Catholic worldviews (MacTaggart 1829(2):242,250). Enculturated to believe that
'individuals who worked hard and directed savings into material investment deserved status
and material comfort', left a narrow view of those trained in a system of cooperative effort,
egalitarian solidarity, and shared resources for group survival. Yet, in Irish eyes, helping
relatives to migrate expanded kin networks in North America and continued the cooperative
social system. As in Catholic Ireland of the 20th century, "the work to be done was to

21

Whately's Commission report o f 1835 indicates that the majority o f Irish parishes examined were
subsidized by emigrant remittances apart from pre-paid tickets (Fitzpatrick 1984).
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maintain the social group; personal enrichment . . . is merely incidental" (Arensburg
1959:62).
Irish chain migration also expanded Irish socioeconomic systems over a broader
geographic base. Arensburg records that in early 20th century Ireland, the rural population
purchased from urban kinsmen's shops for only kin could be trusted, or rather, were obliged
to give fair measure. In turn, kin were obligated to spend there. Dealings with 'any' non kin
were suspect. Shop owners habitually hung a shingle advertising surname, not the goods
available in the store. Merchants helped kin to migrate, well aware that remittances sent
home to parents would eventually return to their own till (Ibid.).
Integration of the kin based, reciprocal economic system expanded in the Upper
Canada setting and by the 1871 census, Irish Catholics were well represented among the
merchant occupations (Darroch and Ornstein 1980). These Irish Catholic proprietorships
were oriented toward small establishments geared toward making a living rather than aimed
at turning a profit (Pentland 1981).
The non capitalistic economic system focused upon 'debt', rather than upon 'value'
as the organizing principle.
In groups where debt is a dominant social principle giving is stressed and not the
accum ulation o f surplus value. G ifts are given as m eans o f setting up obligations
. . . G iving is ordered so that the maximum number o f relationships can be created
and sustained. . . . W here debt dom inates, labor is quite a different form o f input
into the social process. Value made possible the free exchange o f products; debt
w orks on restriction and attempts to lim it access to gifts. (G osden 1989:359-361)

Within Irish labor groups, the egalitarian work structure and lack of specialization ensured
workers remained on a common plane where overriding group restrictions and obligatory
sharing of resources discouraged individual actions and personal incentive. Workers were
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socially and philosophically impelled to share with fellow work-mates. For younger workers
this usually meant expending a good deal of their wages bonding at the local grog shop.
In Corkstown, the Irish Catholic enclave of Bytown, workers cemented social bonds
at Mother McGinty's tavern. Lett recounts the revelry in this Irish laborer’s bar where the
good-natured hostess physically 'ruled the roast' and 'swung an arm of potent might that few
would dare to brave in fight;' (Lett 1979:82). Illiterate, she chalked a tally of patrons' debts
on the bar walls shaming delinquent debtors into paying by reading off dues to assembled
patrons. Failure to comply with such community pressures brought isolation and social
death (Arensburg 1959).
Irish migration schemes left out one major social ingredient in the new setting, the
authority system. Young people under the age of 25, predominated Irish emigration. They
found themselves in communities of others all their own age without traditional generational
and married/landowner-based authority (Arensburg 1959).22 Young and impetuous, poor and
unskilled, these immigrants arrived with a perception of self as displaced persons. In Old
Irish, the word 'deoraid' was commonly used to describe people who left Ireland, a term
literally meaning 'exile', there being no Irish equivalent for 'emigrant'. In Ireland, the word
"was a legal term referring to one who was without property, and, given the intimate
relationships between property, family, and social bonds . . . the word also implied one
22

Research on migration from Ireland in the early 19th century indicate a perponderance o f young
and unattached. In the years 1830-1 indicates the sex ration was 145 males per 100 females with a
dominance o f the 15-20 age group for both sexes. The port o f Quebec had a significantly larger
proportion of nuclear families due to the cheaper cost to that port allowing larger groups to travel
(Mageean 1985). Curtin et. al. confirm the youth of most immigrants and indicate that in the
latter famine period, 1860-1920 that as may as three out of four were o f rural background and
unskilled labourers when they arrived in the new country (Curtin, O'Dwyer, O'Tuathaigh 1988).
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without kinfolk or social 'place'; one who was therefore an outsider, a stranger, even an
'outlaw'." (Miller, Boling, Doyle 1980:103).
In the Rideau context, loyalties extended by need from kin to countymen to
countrymen would be unstable. Enculturated distrust of'any' non kin could instigate quarrels
and lead to in-group feuding. Influx of blood kin required realignment of loyalties. Blood
bound to honor, and more comfortable with kin cooperation, Irishmen sought work for
fellow kinsmen. With relatives, they assurred social insurance bonds for times of injury or
loss of work though shared resources.23
Among Rideau, Irish Catholic groups, ethnic worldview clearly played a prominent
role in influencing perception and defining identity.

Enculturated concepts of work

expression, material and tool continuity, and ethnic boundary markers, streamed these recent
immigrants into labor jobs. Physical labor, with short term training requirements and low
specialization was appropriate to, and even enhanced by the communal rhythm of
cooperative work structuring their society. Irish youths trained to labor within a circle of kin,
assumed this as the 'natural' form of society. Work was intricately bound within the social
system. Kin loyalty incorporated into the labor group structure, enforced the closed web of
the society. Kin structure restricted membership and bound workers together through
common indebtedness. Competition with outside groups further enhanced in-group loyalty
by rallying members against competitors.
Among other Rideau vocational groups, the impact of kin structure and values on

23

On the Welland canal, Connaughtmen 'shared their miserable pittance' with fellow workers
stricken by malaria (Bleasdale 1981:21).
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perception and identity had less impact. Job training and occupational goals and values
structured work to exert considerable influence over perception and sense of self.
Occupations with long training requirements continued the enculturation process beyond the
family group. Apprentice and student learned not only the skills and knowledge required for
work performance but also assimilated the values and social structures of their occupational
groups.
Entry into these vocations was encouraged from similarly oriented cultural systems;
systems built more upon elaborate code and encouraging individual expression,
responsibility, and/or ego-oriented incentives beyond the embrace of the kin circle.
Although kin relationship could play a role, occupational structure and values countered
emphasis on kin loyalty. Qualifications of experience, skill, motivation and accomplishment,
crosscut kin and cultural bonds bringing workers of different cultural persuasion together
to work toward common goals.
On Rideau worksites, men using unfamiliar tools or applying well-known ones to
new materials, were assimilating new experience, but comprehending that experience in
terms of accustomed practices, social patterns and mental structures. Acquiring skills meant
learning the means of tool use upon materials to produce a standard product. Learning how
to accomplish a task from someone of different cultural or occupational background was a
tactile introduction to another mindset. The extent and type of learning interaction, and fit
o f new experience to past comprehension patterns varied by cultural orientation and by
occupational requirements. Some cultural persuasions were open systems, encouraging
interaction and reformulation of perceptions to accommodate a sense of self as member of
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an occupational group within a broader pluralistic society. Others, such as the Irish Catholic
system, contained interaction, structuring work to enhance perception of self as worker
within kin and ethnic community.
Regardless if work interacted with self to sway identity toward ethnic community or
toward pluralistic occupational group, work was a powerful mechanism for channeling
perception. The tools, tasks, materials, and products of each vocation defined the sense and
skill parameters of everyday work experience. Introduction to new jobs, and repetitive
emphasis upon specific physical or mental skills influenced thought structure, reinforcing
compatible enculturated concepts, or, requiring accommodation of thought patterns or
notions that conflicted with enculturated views. Over time, work experience could alter
perceptions to predispose more occupationally oriented choices of interpretation.

CHAPTER 5.
WORK, PERCEPTION AND IDENTITY

Each occupational role on the Rideau construction gave workers both opportunities
and limitations to experience and develop proficiency in different mediums of work
expression. Laborers' work pitted strength, endurance and patience against raw material.
Craft work emphasized hand-eye coordination and task logic to shape parts and assemble
materials to meet design specifications. On large scale, or complex projects, contractors’
work emphasized organization of human, material and fiscal resources to realize a profit.
In the Royal Engineering group, diverse specialized workers prepared the tools or services
necessary to commanding officers for project design, implementation, and administration.
Sappers and Miners stood guard, sometimes working as tradesmen while supervising day
laborers.

Military physicians applied their knowledge to the health concerns of the

workforce while civilian lawyers planned legal strategies to meet litigation claims. Clerks,
engaged by the military, assisted with survey work and financial administration, striving for
legible document reproduction and accuracy in cost accounting.
The social organization of work in each of these four main groups influenced
workers' sense of identity as members of their vocational units. Excavation laborers toiled
in egalitarian gangs; craftsmen worked in crews organized by levels of skill and experience.
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Contractors assumed more isolated positions as financier and employer.

In their

administrative role, they sought the society of potential clients while controlling overall
direction of their companies. As contractors, they worked in competition though kinship,
partnership, or subcontract agreement sometimes bound them together. The Royal Engineer
group worked in specialized, hierarchical units based upon authority of command. In this
group, each individual's work was channeled through a bureaucracy of checks and balances
designed to keep responsibility in the hands of those accountable for decisions within a field
of expertise and range of influence.
In each group, vocational identity and social structure was symbolized and reified by
workers’ tools and costumes, by the activities they engaged in, and by the products they
created. On a more subconscious level, the daily repetition of workers’ tasks influenced their
perceptions of reality. The toolkits workers employed, the raw materials they shaped, the
forms of exertion they expended to accomplish tasks and create products, were all mediums
of personal expression and of sense experience.
In any occupational role, a worker uses tools to amplify their capacities; both
literally, and as instruments of thought and of expression (Bruner 1969). Daily activities
channel thought along task related perceptual systems.

‘Work’ influences ‘mind’,

emphasizing or patterning the use of basic ‘mental operations’ workers employ to
accomplish jobs. These typical, human mental operations or, logic structures, were defined
and analyzed by Swiss psychologist, Jean Piaget in studies of cognitive development.
Piaget isolated stages in human mental development through analyzing learning
patterns in children. He observed and recorded an ordered succession in assimilating four
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basic 'operations' of logic.1 In the first, 'sensory motor' stage, (ages 0-2) perceptual
familiarity and manual coordination of the concrete realm is acquired. At this level, an initial
sense of ‘self and of ‘other’ is constructed from the interaction between an infant and
objects. In the following 'pre-operational' period, (ages 2-7) language symbols are learned
and applied as signifiers of concrete objects. As experience with symbols expands, sensory
motor perceptions are reformulated on a representational plane. A child begins to conceive
of objects removed in space and can describe self in representative terms.
This stage matures into an 'operational' level (ages 7-11) when systems of
classification (ie. numbers) can be symbolically manipulated and coordinated. Series of
actions or routes can be mentally organized and children can conceive of self as having a role
within immediate, familiar social units. Sense of self remains egocentric in that actions and
objects directly experienced are not easily distinguished from imagined objects and actions.
In the final, 'formal operational' stage, (ages 11-15) operations can be applied not only to
objects, but to abstract hypotheses. Speculation of potential relationships becomes possible
and alternative courses of action based on hypothetical situations can be evaluated. At this
stage, a youth begins to formulate plans and activities concerning idealized social groups and
to conceive of self as a member of'society' in abstract, relative terms (Evans 1973).
Assimilating these operations of logic advances not as an accumulation of facts, but,

1

Piaget’s 1927 through the 1960s studies in cognitive development were published largely in
French The number o f stages and substages (or periods, subperiods and stages) attributed to him
vary dependent upon the terms used and the emphasis o f the interpreter. For example, Evans
(1973) outlines the 4 stages as described above with various substages within each. Phillips
(1969) combines the pre-operational as a stage o f the operational, defining 3 periods with various
subperiods and stages. Regardless, the basic structures and order o f logic development remain
consistent.
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is instead an associative process. Initial learning follows from observation, repetitive
association and accommodation within past experience until the logic operation is
assimilated into a reformulated cognitive structure. Once internalized, the mind uses
elements of all the operations, (sensory coordination, symbolic representation, systematic
classification, and relational thought), extending competence in each structure and increasing
agility to employ all operations interactively in situations of greater complexity. Perceptions,
or mental images of experience, are organized and transformed by an interplay of these logic
structures into interpretations of reality. Piaget emphasized the importance of 'actions' in
developing and honing these logic structures;
. . . the roots o f logical thought are not to be found in language alone, even though
language coordinations are important. Rather, the roots o f logic are to be found
m ore generally in the coordination o f actions, w hich are the basis o f reflective
abstraction (Piaget quoted in Evans 1973:xlvii).

In the Rideau context, each worker used all logic operations to some extent, but, task
related requirements focused emphasis upon specific mental structures. Work that was
narrowly focused on any specific operation in day-after-day repetition could result in fixation
on that capacity and retard or discourage further refinement of other logic structures.2
Conversely, undertaking new tasks often encouraged use of less familiar structures. New job
experiences or situations stimulated learning by requiring improved proficiency in an
underutilized structure or advanced development of a familiar operation.

Over time,

repetitive emphasis on these work actions resulted in accommodation and eventually, in

1

Piaget speculated upon relationships between occupation and development o f logic structures and
noted a tendency for "fixation at certain stages", or delays and accelerations in acquiring active
competence at the formal operational level (Evans 1973:27).
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assimilation of the emphasized logic operations of new tasks.
Workers unprepared for heavy physical work who took Rideau excavation jobs
gradually grew stronger and became capable of working longer hours as muscular strength
and physical coordination improved. Laborers accustomed to employing power grip and
force against material, met new demands when hired for semiskilled work. With experience,
they adapted to necessary changes in stance or motor coordination as they mastered new
tools and tasks; in lumber work, novices developed balance and precision control of tool
weight. Workers learned names of new implements and materials, associating classifying
characteristics to a language signifier. They internalized appropriate reaction to symbolic
directions, responding almost instinctively to such sounds as a quarry warning horn. New
work experience also encouraged conceptualization of relationships as in work spacing
between lumbermen based on tree height and likely direction of fall.
Workers filtered new job experiences through previous knowledge including their
enculturated perceptions, previous work training, and their own sensory, mental and physical
aptitudes.

Training, aptitude, and enculturated ideas encouraged or discouraged, and

qualified or disqualified workers from attaining specific job situations. Once at work, daily
repetition of activities expanded abilities as learned tasks were assimilated on increasingly
more familiar and more complex perceptual levels of understanding. Opportunity to exercise
coordination of different logic structures during work activity could stimulate awareness to
a point where learning itself became internalized, subconsciously encouraging individuals
to seek challenging situations.
On the Rideau project, canal excavation work emphasized sensory motor
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coordination for a straightforward task.

Role oriented values and work expression

emphasized strength, endurance, and patient repetition. Compared with craft work, labor
tasks focused more directly upon application of physical coordination than upon other logic
operations. Extension of physical endeavor in after work, recreational fisticuffs declared
personal achievement and enjoyment in a practiced form of expression.
Although paid in cash, laborers had little working opportunity to use representative
classifications and relative value systems emphasized in capitalistic exchange. The logic of
dollars had to be experienced and assimilated outside of long work hours.

Workers

unpracticed in these logic operations were prey to any cheat or contractor who inflated
company store prices at the workers’ expense. Economic ideas of relative value and market
prices, or practices of competitive shopping and setting aside cash for goals or future need,
required exercise in systematic classification and relational thought.
Among the labor group, previous experience or education in fiscal systems and in
labor as an occupation varied widely.3 Some took Rideau excavation jobs as temporary
employment until suitable work was found, or, as a means to another end: a down payment
for land or supplement to farm income. For others, labor was a satisfying, traditional means
of providing a livelihood. It met immediate social and economic needs and provided cash
to send passage fare home to kinsmen, to expand communal social nets in North America.
In the pauper Irish Catholic society, excavation work offered an integrated means to
meet restricted group expression and to foster the debt-based social system. Restricted work
3

The public education in Ireland was introduced in 1831 although there were parish schools in
which workers employed on the canal in the 1820s might have gained the rudiments o f aritimetic
and literacy (Blessing 1985:16).
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experience, symbolized and reified in restricted toolkit and homogeneous tasks, reinforced
an egalitarian social system. Ethnic streaming into the labor group focused work experience
into a physically sensual cognitive realm while discouraging relational logic that might
challenge restricted group social structure. Excavation tasks, and the common social
organization of labor, focused work experience on physical coordination and symbolic
representation, discouraging use of the logic operations structuring participation in more
hierarchical or individualized occupational groups. In the Rideau context, excavation work
readily accommodated an enculturated social system based upon strongly internalized group
values of loyalty, social support, and exertion of ethnic force to meet social needs.
Rideau craft occupations required exertion of all logic operations at levels of
competence equated to skill development and work responsibility. Ideally, the apprentice
system provided experience in a continuum of developmental stages parallel to those defined
by Piaget. In early years of training, apprentices internalized motor coordination of tools on
materials until toolkits became an extension of physical self. Those in crafts with elaborate
classifications of tool sets or techniques learned traditional means of specialized tool use to
produce different effects or scales. Inexperienced apprentices worked from an observable
example under the master's direction.
By a journeyman level, the worker had internalized systematic classifications:
learning proportion, characteristics of different joint systems relative to stress, or color
indicators of heat in metal working etc.. They could now make products from a mental
image without direction. Experienced craftsmen worked on the formal operational level
within their field of expertise. Those with opportunity to supervise projects learned to
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conceptualize end products in terms of human and material resources required to get tasks
completed. Any who proceeded in a haphazard manner were unlikely to succeed. Assigning
work to assistants while evaluating their level of skill against task complexity and available
resources, was an exercise in formal operational logic. Master craftsmen employed by the
Royal Engineers, worked in still more complex and abstract operational logic.

They

translated scaled models or drawings into working reality, foresaw potential problems in
specific situations, resolved them on a hypothetical base and advised contractor's craftsmen
and Royal Engineers of appropriate procedures.
In defining stages of competence, ideal craft systems provided mechanisms and
incentives to train and hone ability in all forms of operational logic. Apprentices developed
competence not as an accumulation of motor skills or facts, but, with continuous transition
and interaction between logic systems at increased levels of complexity. The journeymen’s
trade proficiency matured with opportunities to work in more complex learning situations.
The master’s responsibility to teach and pass experience on reaffirmed the values of craft
standard. Directing or demonstrating technique kept the master in touch with his own motor
skills to sustain an active sense of relationship between personal identity, material work
expression, and obligation to craft paternity.
The effect of craftsmen’s intensive, long term training extended beyond work
relations to their social outlook in society. Henry Mayhew’s observations of London skilled
and unskilled labor contrast the effects of occupational training upon the two groups. He
reports that laborers had no work related societies and were;
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as unpolitical as footm en ... instead o f entertaining virulent dem ocratic opinions,
they appear to have no political opinions whatever; or if they do p ossess any they
rather lead towards the maintenance o f things as they are, than towards the
ascendancy o f the working people. (M ayhew 1984 [1 8 5 1]:553).

In contrast, “artisans are almost to a man red-hot politicians.” Mayhew visited a number of
their work society organizations observing “books prints and drawings to afford facilities
for self-improvement.” Craft guilds also served as social support systems; advising members
o f employment opportunities, pressuring for improved wages and making collections to
support sick and aged members or those temporarily out of work (Ibid.:547-552). Artisans
were becoming self aware of their role as influential members of a changing society.
Most Rideau contractors arose from a background in crafts society. If inclined
toward the contractor role, they had to assume substantial financial responsibility in
undertaking the large scale canal projects. Entrepreneurial work shifted emphasis away from
craft values and paternal relationship to fellow craftsmen. Administrative tasks of preparing
estimates and bids, seeking backing to obtain contracts, maximizing efficiency in human and
physical resources and shifting them between ongoing projects, providing barracks or
housing, selling or dismissing unused resources, running a company store etc., could
consume contractors’ workdays.
Contractors initial experiences in developing their financial logic required continuous
adjustment of previous craft identity and values. Work relationships with fellow craftsmen
became more distant as association with business competitors, partners and potential clients
became more pronounced. Financial goals of a profit margin that sustained the work
paternity expanded with each new capital investment toward exponential growth and
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maximized profit for future reinvestment. As competitive markets expanded, assimilating
economic logic systems of maximized profit and exponential growth enhanced the
contractors’ focus on expansion of their construction companies (Brooke 1983). They
rationalized enculturated craft concepts, weighing ideals against a new classification scale
of economic return for investment, adjusting values to meet their new role. British
contractors’ sense of distaste of'over-reaching' (MacTaggart 1829:185) for individual gain
became more palatable with assimilation or fixation upon notions of exponential growth and
with recognition of broader competitive markets.
Accommodation of paternalism and craft standard within enterprise might be
attempted, but commitment to these values was balanced against administrative constraints.
Increasing disparity in work orientations as companies grew and the influence of external
economic forces began to subjugate previous social values under the economic denominator
o f the face value of dollars.

Expansion into endeavors in which contractors had no

occupational experience channeled the role even further toward active participation and selfidentity with ego-oriented pursuits of enterprise. Eventually passing control to offspring
raised outside the craft system, or to executive boards would complete the alienation of craft
enculturated values.
Through work activities, contractors’ work relations shifted toward an egocentric
structure as owner of company and as employer. Yet, the role contactors played in social
economic systems extended far beyond their immediate company sphere. Recognition of
their influence, and sense of responsibility for balancing measures of social well-being
against profit required foresight in formal operational thought and extensive interaction
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between logic systems in a complex society where ‘values’ were relative to each worker’s
role and job perspective.
Royal Engineering staff worked in a rigidly structured, hierarchical group built on
specialization and chain of command. Some positions such as Royal Engineer, overseer,
master tradesmen etc. required full integration of all logic structures during work activity.
Other specialized roles focused effort on discrete representational or systematic logic.
Clerks, recording debits and balances in ledgers or ordering supplies in alpha/numeric
systems, worked primarily in representative and systematic classifications structured on
established formula and procedure. From their perspectives, documents assumed purpose
and process onto themselves demanding duplication, stamping, signing, filing, and storage.
Rigorous adherence to military procedure along the chain of command, focused action and
perception in clearly delineated steps discouraging independent formal logic operations by
subordinate staff. Perception of self as a cog in a mechanism operating for the greater good,
provided a metaphor for group pride in goals beyond ones immediate sphere of influence.
Documents produced or copied by clerical staff were representational tools needed
by those in Royal Engineer or overseer roles to plan, administer and implement the work of
others. The requirement for signed approvals on documents objectified the Engineers’
designated position and accountability in directing the work. Such procedure symbolically
entrenched authority and responsibility for complex inter-relational logic in the hands of
those accountable for administration and conceptualization.
Education of Royal Engineers at the Woolwich, military academy rigorously trained
young officers in representational, systematic classification, and formal operational logic.
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Exams in trigonometry, geometry, military architecture, theory of fortification etc. tested
competence. Mastery of survey techniques during field training in Wales demonstrated
pratical proficiency. Assignment to increasingly more complex military projects honed
officers’ abilities to assume tasks in unfamiliar situations requiring independent judgement.
Surveying and mapping the heavily forested Rideau canal route, taking elevations and
soundings, calculating water pressure in dam design or gate operation mechanisms,
overseeing and evaluating work of construction contractors, were opportunities to test one’s
mettle in interrelated logic operations.
Requirements to assess and direct work efforts of others placed further emphasis
upon ability to communicate, command respect and to maintain an abstract overview of
project progress. Establishing a solid reputation could result in rewards of career assignment
to increasingly more complex tasks. Incompetence in any area of responsibility was often
noted and could result in reduced responsibility commensurate with the gravity of ones errors
in judgement. An officer’s capability to abstractly evaluate the consequences of his own
actions and adjust self-interest to overall project goals, exhibited assimilation of a cognitive
process encouraging perception of ‘self as an element in a relative and interactive
interpretation of reality.
Officers held a role in a highly structured and diversified society in which deference
to authority for the common good was an overriding principle.

Members of more

individualized North American society, might interpret such ‘altruistic’ motives as working
to benefit the upper levels of the hierarchical pinnacle. Yet, to those enculturated into old
class traditions extending from feudal society, the concepts were rational and easily
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accommodated within the complex, pluralistic society of the Rideau Canal construction.
The structure of construction work relations and interaction between occupational
groups was not expected to be entirely free of conflicts. It was however, mediated by British
social systems through the Royal Engineers and the courts. They attempted to control or
negotiate work relations between groups to keep situations within the ‘limits of tolerance
o f the participants’ (Pentland 1981:xlv). Indeed, the works provided both venues, and
mechanisms to expand tolerance in this pluralistic society by bringing workers of diverse
ethnic and vocational groups together to interact in shared work experience.

Conclusions
The longest and perhaps most subliminal indoctrination in life is passed as active
participant in the social organization of work. Entering the workforce represents a liminal
step away from family roles and cultural education systems into mature positions in the
broader social arena. Early enculturation and skills training prepare youths to qualify for
jobs in working society. Their initial vocational training shapes the foundations of familiar
experience and develops basic cognitive structures on which sense of self and of reality will
be reformulated in daily actions. On-the-job learning continues the cognitive development
process, giving workers opportunities to unconsciously develop mental operations as they
proceed with tasks that enforce or alter pervious perceptions.
Laborer, craftsman, contractor and Royal Engineer; all these Rideau occupational
roles provided both opportunities and limitations to act and hence, to learn through job
experience. Each role influenced perception, identity, and social relations by providing
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interactive means to assimilate new experiences in the unfamiliar, emigrant setting of Upper
Canada.

Through job learning, workers encountered different tools and materials,

unaccustomed modes of physical coordination, novel forms of work expression and new
social groupings and work relations. Work stimulated perception, sometimes challenging
enculturated perceptions by increasing emphases on mental structures and concepts foreign
to established worldview. When occupational structures adapted previously enculturated
systems into job structures, work experience reified and enforced traditional values.
The material realm of Rideau laborers, craftsmen, contractors and Royal Engineers,
gives us an interactive medium to grasp the perspectives and worldview of these 19th century
construction workers. Of course, individual thoughts and responses of workers varied widely
within any vocation or cultural group.

Yet, interactive material analysis of the logic

structures characterizing occupational groups provides insight into the influence work
exerted on perception. The approach allows us to interpret the dynamics of work as a social
agent that influences thought and perception encouraging or discouraging learning and
participation in broader social arenas.
Rideau construction sites were frontiers entered by emigrants of diverse occupational
and cultural background. The five-year project brought thousands of workers together in the
common goal of canal building. The impact of construction extended well before and long
after the project: influencing settlement patterns by establishing communities along the route,
opening the area for further development, and creating fortunes for reinvestment. More than
this, the Rideau construction built social relations and provided opportunities for learning
and development. It brought disparate occupational and cultural groups together to share
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accomplishment in vocational expression. The work offered a means for all immigrants to
adapt in their new situation, to build social support systems, and to interact as members of
an emerging, complex and pluralistic society.

APPENDIX A.
TOOLS FOUND IN ARCHAEOLOGICAL CONTEXT
AT THE ENTRANCE VALLEY OF THE RIDEAU CANAL

Provenience

Tool

Archaeological Context

Date

34H1S1-5

File

Demolition o f Royal Engineers Building (REB)
lean-to and early 20th century to recent canal
operation accumulations.

1900 - 1980

34H1T4-3

File

Use and demolition o f REB lean-to.

1869 - 1911

34H1Y2-1

Glue pot

Demolition o f REB octagonal structure and early
20th century canal operation accumulations

1869 - 1950

34H1Y4-2

Feather

Accumulations on the wooden stoop, to the
demolition o f the REB octagonal structure

1869 - 1901

34H2C1-2

Monkey
wrench
Pry bar

Early 20th century to recent canal operation
accumulations

1900 - 1980

34H2M4-2

Shovel
handle

Demolition o f REB, early 20th century canal
operation accumulations and disturbance for
conduit utility trench.

1911 - 1950

34H2U1-1

File

Demolition o f REB, railroad track removal and
early 20th century to recent canal operation
accumulations.

1911- 1980

34H2U6-3

Handle

Col. Coffin occupation to demolition o f REB and
disturbance for guy wire.

1857 - 1980

34H2W2-1

Sledge
hammer

Coffin occupation to demolition o f REB.

1857 - 1912

34H2X3-2

Mattock

Coffin occupation to demolition o f REB.

1857 - 1912

34H2Y2-1

Wrench

Coffin occupation to demolition o f REB and
railroad track removal.

1857 - 1970

-3

-2

File
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Provenience

Tool

Archaeological Context

Date

34H2Z4-5

Hammer
peen

Construction period and early use o f REB.

1827 - 1857

34H3L3-1

Wedge

Trench for conduit utility.

post

34H3N2-3

Gad

Demolition o f REB and early 20th century
operation accumulations.

1900- 1950

34H3X4-1

Wedge

Coffin occupation to demolition o f REB and
construction o f railroad embankment.

1857 - 1912

34H4N3-3

Stone
hammer
or pick

Early use to demolition o f REB.

1827- 1912

34H4P2-1
-2
-3
-4
-5

File
Hammer
File
Gimlet
File
File

Coffin occupation to demolition o f REB and early
20th century canal operation accumulations.

1857- 1950

34H4Q2-3

Feather

Coffin occupation to demolition o f REB, early 20th
century canal operation accumulations and railroad
track removal.

1857 - 1970

34H4R3-1

Pick or
mattock

Coffin occupation to demolition of REB.

1857 - 1912

34H4S3-1

Axe
Shovel blade
reinforcing
strap

Early use to demolition o f REB.

1827 - 1912

34H4T1-1

Unidentified
handle

Sod and recent operation.

1950- 1980

34H4T3-2

File

Coffin occupation to demolition of REB.

1857 - 1912

34H4U1-2

Chisel

Sod and recent operation.

1950- 1980

34H4U2-3

Bed Key

Demo o f REB and early 20th century operation
accumulations.

1900- 1950

34H4V4-4
-6

Shoe pliers
Quarry dust
scoop
Pulley block

Construction period and early use, Coffin
occupation to demolition o f REB.

1827 - 1912

Drill

Sod and recent operation accumulations.

1950- 1980

-6

-2

-7
34H4W1-2

1920
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Provenience

Tool

Archaeological Context

Date

34H4W2-16
-18

Feather
Wedge

Early 20th century operation accumulations and
railroad track removal.

1900 - 1970

34H4X3-1

Coffin occupation to demolition of REB.

1857 - 1912

-2

Jumper
Jumper

34H4Y3-2

Jumper

Coffin occupation to demolition o f REB.

1857 - 1912

34H4Y4-3

Shovel

Construction and early use of REB and initial
Coffin occupation.

1857 - 1869

34H5M1-2

Saw

Sod and recent canal operation accumulations.

1950 - 1980

34H5P2-1
-1

Sledge
hammer
fragments
Mash
hammer

Late Coffin occupation to demolition o f REB and
early 20th century canal operation accumulations to
railroad track removal and deterioration o f railroad
embankment.

1869 - 1970

34H5P3-2

Scabbling
hammer

Early use o f REB.

1827 - 1857

34H5Q2-1

File

Late Coffin occupation to demolition o f REB and
early 20th century canal operation accumulations to
railroad track removal.

1869 - 1970

34H5R2-5

File
File
File

Coffin occupation to demolition o f REB,
construction o f railroad embankment and early
20th century canal operation accumulations.

1857 - 1950

34H5R5-1

Chisel

Construction and early use of REB.

1827 - 1857

34H5S2-2
-4

File
File

Coffin occupation to demolition o f REB and early
20th century canal operation accumulations.

1857 - 1950

34H5S3-2
-3

File
File

Construction period and early use o f the REB.

1827 - 1857

34H5T2-1

Shovel
handle rivet

Early 20th century canal operation accumulations
and railroad track removal.

1900 - 1970

34H5U2-1

Scythe

Early 20th century canal operation accumulations
and railroad track removal.

1900 - 1970

34H5U3-10

Wedge
Shovel
handle rivet

Coffin occupation to demolition o f REB,
construction o f railroad embankment and early
20th century canal operation accumulations.

1857 - 1950

Tamping bar

Demolition o f REB, early 20th century canal
operation accumulations and railroad track
removal.

1900- 1970

-1

-6
-8

-11

34 H 5 V 3 -5
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Provenience

Tool

Archaeological Context

Date

34H5V5-2
-5

File
File

Early use to demolition o f the REB and
construction o f the railroad embankment.

1832 - 1912

34H6X1-17

File

Unprovenienced archaeological backdirt.

1980

34H6X2-1

Point
Point

Tools recovered from lock 4 sluice by maintenance
crew.

1980

34H7C5-2

Keb

Construction o f cross-walls and landfill at foot o f
locks 1 & 2.

1905 - 1907

34H10A9

Drill

Unstratified backdirt from post hole excavation.

1981

34H11E1

Drill

Unstratified excavation backdirt.

1981

34H12N3-6

Pike pole

Early 20th century canal operation accumulations.

1900 - 1950

34H13N3-1

Screw driver

Early 20th century canal operation accumulations

1900 - 1950

34H13Q10-1

Wedge

Early 20th century canal operation accumulations.

1900 - 1950

34H13S7-1

File

Early 20th century canal operation accumulations

1900 - 1950

34H15A3-19

Screw driver

Early 20th century canal operation accumulations.

1900 - 1950

34H15A6-75
-117

Wrench
Wedge

Midden Accumulation below Commissariat
Building.

1860 - 1900

34H15C7

Drill

Grading and leveling disturbance to North
elevation of Commissariat retaining wall.

1910 - 1925

34H15G5

File

Mid 19th to early 20th century canal operation
accumulations.

1860 - 1950

34H19B2-1

File

Early 20th century canal operation accumulations.

1900 - 1950

34H19B3-1

File

Middle canal operation accumulations.

1860 - 1900

34H21C5-2

Saw blade

Late 19th century accumulations and early 20th
century accumulations over slumped Commissariat
privy.

1888 - 1925

34H23A1

Paint Stir
stick

Sod and recent canal operation accumulations.

1950 - 1980

34H23C3

Paint Stir
stick

Early 20th century to sod and recent canal
operation accumulations.

1900 - 1980

34H23D4-4

Rasp

Accumulations in area o f temporary workshop and
middle canal operation accumulations.

1860 - 1900

34H23E2

Wedge
Wedge

Early 20th century canal operation accumulations.

1900- 1950

-1
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Provenience

Tool

Archaeological Context

Date

34H23E3-1

Jumper
Stir stick

Demolition o f temporary workshop, and middle to
early 20th century canal operation accumulations.

1869- 1950

34H23M2-1

File

Middle canal operations to early 20th century canal
operation accumulations.

1860 - 1950

34H24F5

Wedge

Early to middle canal operation accumulations near
east bank lime kiln.

1832 - 1900

34H25A1-7
-9

Clamp
Boat hook

Lock construction layer exposed during 1986 lock
reconstruction.

1827 - 1832

34H25A3-1

Hand barrow
Hand barrow
Hand barrow

Lock construction layer exposed during 1986 lock
reconstruction.

1827 - 1832

34H25A14-1

Rake

Disturbance to historic layers during Commissariat
reconstruction.

Circa 1985

34H25A16-1

Mallet

Lock construction layer exposed during 1986 lock
reconstruction.

1827 - 1832

34H25A17-1

Log chain

Lock construction layer exposed during 1986 lock
reconstruction.

1827- 1832

34H25A18-1

Shovel blade

Lock construction layer exposed during 1986 lock
reconstruction.

1827 - 1832

34H25B10-2

Pry bar

Lock construction layer exposed during 1986 lock
reconstruction.

1827 - 1832

34H26A4

File

Early occupation to demolition o f Commissariat
stairway entrance and middle canal operation
accumulations.

1832 - 1900

34H27A6-2

Auger

Late 20th century disturbance in area o f extension
workshops southeast of the Commissariat building.

1950- 1980

34H27G10-1

Shovel blade

Demolition o f extension workshops southeast o f
the Commissariat building.

Circa 1950

34H28J3

File

Demolition o f extension workshops southeast of
the Commissariat building.

circa 1950

34H28K6-1

Paint Scraper

Demolition o f extension workshops southeast of
the Commissariat building.

circa 1950

3 4 H 2 8 M 1 0 -2

Auger

Late 20th century disturbance in area o f extensions
to Commissariat.

1950- 1980

-2
-3
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Provenience

Tool

Archaeological Context

Date

34H28P1-1

Multi
purpose tool
(wrench
/file/screw
driver)

Early 20th century canal operation accumulations.

1900 - 1950

34H31C3

Hack saw
blade

Fill under cement floor in Commissariat.

1883 - 1926

34H31F3-1

Chisel

Fill under cement floor in Commissariat.

1883 - 1926

APPENDIX B.
REQUISITIONS OF ARTICLES FOR THE
CONSTRUCTION OF THE RIDEAU CANAL

The combined totals of tools from four requisition lists issued from the Royal Engineers
Office of the Rideau Canal and dated:
30 September 1876 (Public Archives of Canada [PAC] C Series, Reel C2617,42:101 -102).
11 December 1828 (Ibid Reel C2619, 47:98a-h).
15 September 1829 (Ibid 49:126-128).
22 December 1829 (Ibid 50:15-18).

Excavation Tools (5 tool types, 10 varieties including size and weight distinctions)
Axes Pick common 7 lbs each
Do Do Do 12 lbs each
Do Pick
Crow Bars Middling size well
steeled 5 l/2ft 35 lbs each
" bars Small
25 lbs each
Pick Axe Helves
(not counted)
Mattocks common with cutting parts
/- or reversed 8 lbs each
Shovels Irish or long handles
pointed mouths
" English short handle with bow
heads square and round mouth
Spades common short handle bow
head square mouth
"
D. grafting tools 1/2 moon
mouths for clay 20in long
" Iron

100
300
50
200
200
200
450
1150
1000
1150
100
250
4950
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Clearing and Timber tools (4 Tool types, 6 varieties)
Axes Felling American make
do. Felling
do. do. round eyed
Bills Hand
Brush Hooks
Helves for Axe Felling
(not counted)
Saw Frame Canadian for Cutting Fire
Wood 2 l/2ft long

400
50
25
50
200
100
50
775

Miners Tools (8 tool types, 17 varieties)
Bars Tamping Miners of one inch
round iron 12 lbs each
Bars tamping for Miners 3ft long
Drills Hand Miners 6ft long
double ends & bulb in the
middle well steeled 23 lbs
Do 5ft do 18 lbs
Jumpers Miners 1 in round iron
2, 2 1/2, & 3ft well steeled
Needles Miners Swedish iron with
eyes or bows from l/2in thick
to a point 4ft. long
Do Miners composition with eyes
or bows 2ft 6in long
Picks Miners with two points 1 l/2ft
long 8, 9, 10, & 11 lbs
Port Fires or Tubes for Miners
(not counted)
Scrapers Miners 3/4in wide 7in
long in the mouth or hollow
part with iron handle 3 ft long
Hammers Sledge for Miners 24 lbs
Wedges large and small

150
150

200
200
150

100
50
225
4000

150
24
100
1499
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Masons Tools (9 tool types, 20 varieties)
Buchards for Masons faces 2 l/8in
x 2 l/8in 36 points on each face
7 lbs each
Chisels masons best cast steel 3/4in
- 2 l/2in
(8)
Do masons points best cast steel
1 1/4 lbs and 11/2 lbs
Lines chalk
Lines mackarel for Masons hanks
Leather bazil Skin for Masons apron
Picks Masons with 2 points 9in long
from point to point 9 & 12 lbs
Trowels Masons large 9, 7, & 6in
for pointing
Hammers Sledge for Masons or blocking
hammers 8 lbs

150
530
200
250
192
50
200
74
24
1670

Hoisting Tools (owned by contractor or military - 1 type, 7 varieties)
Blocks, Large for 4in rope
treble, double, single, smooth
Do Large for 3in rope
treble, double, single, smooth
Do Large for 2 l/2in rope
treble, double, single, smooth
Do Large for 2in rope
treble, double, single, smooth
Do Large for 1 l/2in rope
treble, double, single, smooth
Iron Treble Blocks with Brass Sheaves
to take 2in rope
Do Double Do

24
24
24
24
24
6
6
132
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Wood Working Tools (19 tool types, 76 varieties)
Adzes Carpenters with penes or
hammer heads wt 3 1/2 lbs each
Augers Carpenters 2in & 3/8in
Do Screw polished 1/ 2- 2 l/4in (8)
Axes Broad American form and make
8 lbs each
Braces for Carpenters with 42 bitts
Callipers single
Chisels carpenters Firmer cast steel
polished in sets of dozen l/8in
to lin
Do Firmer 1 l/4in to 2in
(4)
Do Socket l/2in to 2 l/2in
(5)
Do Mortice 3 / 4 i n & l / 8 i n
(2)
Do Do l/8in - 3/4in
(6?)
Compass for Carpenters common
Cramps for Carpenters Common size
Gimblets Nails
Gouges scribing 2 i n & l / 4 i n
Do Do l/8in - lin in sets
of 13
Claw Hammers large
Do Do middling
Do Do small
Hammers lathing
Kettles O.P. Flanders
Drawing knives Coopers
Lathe Turning large with chucks
nests and tools complete for
turning wood and iron on a large
scale say 3ft diameter max
Leather Bazil Skin for Carpenters apron
Rules 2ft Carpenters with Brass
1/2 moon joints
Do Do & brass slides
Do Do Six inch joints
Do 3ft 8 joints or parts
Saws Hand best Cast Steel
Do Cross cut Do
Do
Tenon
Do
Do Pit with Boxes and Tillers

24
50
228
24
8
50

(8)

144
144
210
25
64
6
6
50
25
104
120
100
25
50
25
25

1
50
36
12
72
24
86
25
36
12
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Square Iron figured 1ft & 2ft
long in the blade
Vices iron for Carpenters
Vices hand

48
6
24
1939

Blacksmiths Tools (9 tool types, 103 varieties)
Anvils for Smiths midling
Do
Do large
Bellows Smith pairs
Bellows for Smiths large size with
metal Backs and Tue Irons complete
Files rough 16in & 4 in
Files hand saw
Do Hand Saw best cast steel 6in
three square
Do Whip Saw Do 7in half round
Do Tenon Saw Do 4in 3 square
Do Cross Cut saw
Do Pit Saw
Do Flat coarse Smith 7in - 18in
Do Do Bastard Smith 9in - 16in
Do Do Smoth Smiths 9in - 16in
Do Half Round Smiths 9in - 16in
fine & coarse
Do Round large 12in - 18in
coarse
Do Rat Tail Smiths 9, 12, 16in
Do Warding Smiths 3, 4, 6in
Do Slitting Smiths 9in & 12 in
Do Rubber large Smiths Min 18in coarse cut
Do Rasps coarse and fine
Do Flat Rasps Smith Min & 16in
Do Half Round Rasps for Smiths
Min & 16in
Do Three Square Smiths Min &
16in
Do Do Coarse cut 1lin - 16in

1
13
1
10
25
244
1156
576
360
144
288
1650
918
516
986
360
264
192
120
426
10
120
120
168
500
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Do 5/8 Square 14 & 16in
Do Warding 3 1/2 and 2 l/4in
Bench Hammers Smiths
Do Sledge for Smiths 9 - 12 lbs
Leather Bazil Skin for Smiths apron
Stocks and dies
Stones Grinding large (from Dunn,
Newcastle) 4ft dia 6in wide
coarse and fine grit
Do small
Do 30india4in
wide coarse and fine grit
Vices large iron for smiths
Wrenches Screw 18in long

200
25
10
112
100
3

12
12
15
12
9669
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